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Take gasoline, for instance.
This industry, too, has joined
the alphabetical brigade with
XYZ, I.PQ. KZS added to the
product for zip, pep and performance You wonder how you
ever used the old product without the new alphabet added, but
then I guess we got aiong. The
thing that got me to gnawing on
the plight of the gasoline industry is the fact that so much goes
into research. . and obviously
not near enough is spent to ultimately affect the sale of the
product.
I have ieference to the actual
service station that sells the gas
and the care that is taken of the
f.cilities to invite tourists and
local motorists back into the
station If you want to know
what I'm talking about espeeially, it's the rest room department I'll bet you that more
service stations lose more customers on account of • dirty
rest room than the industry loses
because XYZ or the rnQ is not
added to the gasoline product.
Last week -end Mary Jo and7
I. took a trip tit my home-town
in Mississippi for a visit with
my family and to be at the bedside of my mother, who is confined to the Clarksdale }tempi„s tet All the way down there and
coming back, too. I thought
about the gasoline industry. I
was not thinking particularly
about any one product, but all
of them.
And I came to the irritating
thought that the entire industry
i; guilty of the inexcusable
fault of dirty. unattended, and
grossly unsanitary rest rooms in
many of its station/I.

Fulton, Fulton 'County, Kentucky, Thursday March 1, 1956

Number-Nine

Twin City Mayors To GoPHIESPPSOVIVERFUTNOD.; Ike Will Run; Decision Throws .
Take Part In Award 156 CONTRIBUTE Light On State Senatorial Race
To Citizen Of Year
RODNEY MILLER TO
Mayor Bill Browning of Fulton, Kentucky and Mayor
Milton Counce of- South Fulton will welcome the guests
and visiting dignitaries at the WFUL-Fulton News Citizen of the Year dinner to be held at the Woman's Club
on NVednesday evening, March 14. The Citizen of the
Year selected for 1955 has been a key figure both in
Kentucky and in Tennessee where the citizen is well
known and beloved.
Invitations have been issued
to Senators Earle C. Clements
and Alben W. Barkley who may
Washington
their
attend
if
duties permit their getting away
from the Nation's Capitol.
Invitations have also been issued to other state and national
dignitaries who have figured
prominently in the life of the
Citizen of the Year. Their
names cannot be revealed since
they might give a clue to the
identity of the Citizen of the

HUGE EXPANSION
IN '55, PHONE
COMPANY REPORTS
-But We Need
Higher Returns"
Southern Bell Says

The Southern Bell Telephone
company, which serves Fulton
and 1,060 other telephone exchanges in. Kentucky and eight
other southern states, experienced one of its largest years of
expansion during 1955. according to the Company's Annual
Re pot t_received here.
It built the largest amount of
telephone facilities for the South
pf any year in history.
I know that a gasoline distrib- • The report, distributed la)
Mr. *Wiley, man4ser of Southern
utor ts extremely cautious to in(continued on page fear)
operator
station
service
form a
of the latest sales promotions
mettuida I know that he surely
is most interested in the nu/
ward appearances of his station
oftentimes _supplying gay ban,
ners' and attention compeller, to
entice motorists to stop and buy
----gas.- But I often wonder-if-sever
's the cleanliness of the station
proper is looked into.
Six

LOCAL CHAPTER OF
NATIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY FORMED

I am a member of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce's
Tourist and Travel Council. At
a meeting last year the Council
spent an entire session discussing the importance of clean
service stations and every member of the committee concurred
that it was a phase of the tourist industry that is most important. Only this week -end I
found out how important it is.
Perhaps it was the frightful
weather we've been having,
Perhaps business has been had
and personnel of the station has
been curtailed. Perhaps it was
just co-incidence Rut I want
you to know that 1 had to stop
at four different service stations
before I could find one that was
inside
You
clean
half-way
can be assured that I did not
stop at the one tank stations at
the cross-roads. I stopped at the
1..rge and spacious stations with
A he white porcelain fronts and
the spruced-up gasoline dispensers. Yet, inside, it was an entirely different matter You ran
know also that I never intend
to stop at the station or in that
town again.
At one station on the return
trip home I stopped at a station
that advertises its pride in its
clean rest rooms. I was amazed
al the inconsistency of its advertising. On the wall inside was
a little holder which was supposed to contain cards on which
to comment on the appearance
of the room. There not only
were no cards in the container,
the soap container was on the
floor, the paper towels were on
the floor and the place had not
been swept in what looked like
months. The lavatory looked like
mud pies had been baked in it.
It annoyed me so that I went
to the car, wrote a note to the
address designated in the room,
and told them they should be
apprehended by the law for
maintaining such a hazard to
public health Outside the place
looked iapic and span
Maybe I have a fetish about
(Continued on Page 41
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Have you ever taken a long
trip in..an automobile and sat
hour after hour, just thinkins
snout problems of the world and
wondering how you can solve
them!' Have you ever sat at the
wheel of your car on such a trip
and, pondered all the advertisements along the highway and
wondered bow effective the
messages are toward getting
new customers'

1
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Students At
Fulton High Named
At First Meeting

On Feb 1, 1956. Fulton High
School was awarded the 5914th
chapter of the national Honor
Society of Secondary Schools.
This is a nation wide society
with chapters in every state of
the United States and in American schools in Argentina, Austria. Germany, Japan and MexThese chapters have as
ico
members students who are out:
standing in scholarship service,
leadership and character The
members are selected by the
entire faculty or by a group appointed for that purpose. These
members must have •rmllitYnTg- of
B The members of our chapter
will be juniors and seniors.
It is the hopes of the faculty
that many of the students will
work toward membership in the
National Honor Society
The executive committee of
the National Honor Society met
Feb. 22, 1956 and chose the following students AS members:
Janet
Allen, Diane Bennett,
B ill y Mac Morris, Tommy
Brady, Melinda
Powell
and
Mollie Wiley.

Year, whose name is kept secret
until the night of the award.
The award will be presented
this year at a dinner to be held
at the Woman's Club
This
year
Rads,
Station
WFUL joins the Fulton News in
making the award and if broadcasting schedules permit, the
program will be broadcast live
oser WFUL-FM The program
will , be presented along the
lines of the national TV program, "This Is Your Life" Several persons in this area will
participate on the program.
Reservations for the dinner
may be made either at the News
office or with Mrs. Ethel McDaniel, who will assist with the
dinner and award preparations.
The tickets are $1.50 per person
and since the Woman's Club can
accomodate 125 persons comfortably, it is urged that tickets
secured at once.77 '

Lovelace Twins. &I
Hold Record For
Fell' Birthdays
If
urti% and (airtime
I.0%elat e. counted their actual birthdays they •is ou Id .
be fifteen sears old, They've
onl% hart fifteen real birth
the% .
dates
‘pre born on
Leap lear in 110? That
year an extra day. Feb. 29,
was on the calendar and
there have been only fifteen such dates since they
were horn.
They're 61 Years old now
. . . .that is they were yesterday. But fifteen times
(our
Leap
Year comes
every four years) makes 60
hut not so with the Lovelaces.
Four sears ago Mr. Lovelace explained it this way.
It all goes back to the days
of Julius Ceasar who tampered with the calendar and
the result was: that every
time the calendar reaches a
century mark and it is not
divinable by 400. then there
is no Leap l'ear that year.
The Lovelaces missed out
on a
birthday
in 190e,
which you can see is not
evenly divisable by 400. So,
the twins are 64, have only
had 15 birthdays, yet
they're happy about the
whole thing, he-cause they
celebrate their birthdays In
the off years on Feb. Ea
Because they missed out
on a birthday, %Olen they
have so few already, we'll
just wish them an extra,
double dose of birthday
wishes.

Eight Games, 8 Wins
For Junior High Team
Everyane should be L.-owl of
the Fulton Junior High basketball team this year There were:
eight games played and every
one was a victory foc the team
The high point man was
Charlie Forrest with 148 pants

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY (I to r.) Janet Allen,
Diane Bennett, Billy Mae Morris, Melinda Powell, Mollie
Wiley. One member, Tommy Brady was not in the plc'
ture.

Appreciation Gift
To Coach Will
Be Given Monday

The drive for funds to purchase a television set for South
Fultoit basketball coach Ed
Phipps went over the top this
week, with a total of $313.70 reported at press-time Wednesday
at the News offke.
This amount is more than
enough to meet local quotations
on a set, complete with installed
rotor-type aerial, offered at
special rates by several dealers.
Purchase of the set will be
made Thursday morning by a
committee who has spearheaded
the campaign, including Lou
Wrather. WFUL manager and
Paul Westpheling. News publisher, joint sponsors, and Milton Counce. Mrs Paul Wade,
Col. Charles Burrow and Cleo
Peeples. Presentation is planned at a special period Monday
at South Fulton High School.
The appreciation gesture to
Coach Phipps was started two
weeks ago, as a little token of
esteem in coaching the South
Fulton Red Devils to a recordshattering 29 straight victories,
including a perfect playing season. It was enthustically entered into isy spOrts fans in both
communities. One hundred and
fifty-six made contributions to
the, fund.
In last week's News the first
$121 in contributions was acknowledged,- and following is
the remainder.
Previously reported .
$121 00
Mansfield Martin
2.00
($5.00 total reported as
$300 last week)
George Terry
..
5.00
B•irrow, Cannon, &• Burrow
5.00
Bill Scott
1.00
Fulton Hdwe. Aigrura. Co. 1.00
Al T. Owens
.1.00
A friend from Fulton .
.50
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Bethel
1.00
Brooks Oliver
1.00
Simons Paint Store
1.00
Stanley Stinnett
.50
South Fulton Electric Co. 2.00
Whiteway Service Sta. ...
2.00
Ray Hunter,
1.00
Robert Graham
1.00
Charles Andrews
1.00
Bobby Scates
.......
1.00
Bennett Wheeler
1.00
D. D. Legg . . ..... ,
2.00
Charles Rice
......
1.00
(Continued from page four)

FArollees Sought For
Red Cross First Aid
Course: Meeting Mon.

ARRIVE MONDAY TO
PRACTICE LAW HERE
Young Attorney
Well Known In
Fulton Circles
A well knoom, capable lawyer will join the professional
circles here when Rodney Miller, of Glen Falls, New York
will arrive on Monday to engage
in the general practice of law.
Mr
Miller, a son-in-law of
Mrs. M. W. Haws of Fulton is
married to the former Miss Lois
Jean Hindman.
Qualified to practice law in
Kentucky, Mr. Miller received
his
Bachelor of Arts degree
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1949 and L L. B. degree from Washington College
of law, Washington University
in Washington, D. C. in 1943. He
was admitted to practice law in
the District of Columbia and its
courts in 1953 and that same
year was admitted to the United States Court of Appeals.
A veteran of World War II he
served three years in the ChinaBurma - India Theatre of .War.
For the past three years he has
been an attorney for the Home
office of the Glen Falls, Insurance Company of Glen Falls,
N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller and their
children, Merideth, Alison and
Paige will live at the home of
Mrs. Haws until their household furnishings arrive from
New York. After that time they
will occupy an apartment in the
home of Mrs. L. H. Howard.
The attorney is a member of
Phi Kappa Sigma social fraternity and a member of Delta
Theta Phi, legal fraternity. Both
Mr. and Mrs. Miller are members of the Methodist Church.

Kelly Lowe Submits
Name For Paper
The Kennel staff held a contest to name the school paper.
A box for entries was placed in
the study hall, Feb. 14 and 15.
Posters were also put up in surrounding areas of the school. A
prize of one dollar was presented to a senior, Kelly Lowe,
for submitting the winning entry, "The Kennel."
There were some other entries in our suggestion box:
Truth, Scandal, and the runnerup was "The Royal Pup," submitted by George Burnette and
also Elwanda Lawson.

The second class in the Red
Cross first aid course will be
head in the basement of Fulton
High School on Monday night,
March 5, at seven p. m. After
the class on Monday there will
be no opportunity to enroll in
the course, which is important
and worthwhile training.
J. Wesley Richardson is teacher of the class and urges many
Fulton citizens to take advantage of the course.

The Joyful Aires Quartet
from Dresden, Tenn. will be
featured
at the Crutqhfield
Community Singing in the Baptist Church, Sunday, March 4th,
at 2 p. m. Everyone is invited.

BAPTIST MEN TO
HEAR PROMINENT
SPEAKER SUNDAY

RICHARD V. MYA7
WINS ALL-EXPENSE
TRIP TO HAVANA

Goal Of 250
Set For Sunday
School Classes
The First Baptist Church will
be the scene of a great gathering of men this Sunday. A goal
of 250 men in Sunday School
has been set.
The special speaker for the
occasion will be Dr. Lucian
of Louisville, Ky.,
Coleman
executive secretary of the Dept.
of Brotherhood for Kentucky
Baptists.
In addition to legal practice
of 21 years, he served two terms
in the Arkansas State Senate,
and was at one time, secretary
to the Speaker of the House oil
Representatives. In addition to
was
activities, he
church
actively interested in the civic
life of his home town and adjacent communities.
He will speak to men only at
the Sunday School hour and
then preach at the regular
morning service at 11 00 All
men are urged to attend this
special Layman's Day service at
the First Baptist Church

BIG SING!

Local Salesman
Wins Contest At
Colp Wholesale
Richard V. Myatt, of this city,
is winner of the "New Dealer
Contest" recently conducted by
Colp Wholesale Company, Inc.,
among the salesmen of their
three warehouses in Carbondale,
Jackson, Miss, and Fulton,
Ky.
C olp Wholesale Company.
inc., awarded Mr Myatt and
his wife an all-expense paid
week's vacation
in Havana,
Cuba. Within the next few
weeks they will make the trip
by plane, stay at the luxurious
Hotel Vedado and take numerous tours to see the lovely
ights there.
Mr. Myatt has recently been
promoted to the position of
District Manager of Colp Wholesale Company, Inc., Fulton, Ky.
Mr. Jack Jones, formerly District Manager of the Fulton
warehouse, has been advanced
to the position of General Sales
Manager of all three warehouses of this company.

President Eisenhower has made the big decision A qualified "YES."
The President announced today that he is willing to
run for another term. However, Mr. Eisenhower said he
doesn't know whether the Republicans will want trim
after they hear about the factors involved in his decision.
He said he would not allow his name to go before the
people
or the G-O-P Convention - until everyone understands these factors. He promised to explain them to
the Nation in a radio and TV broadcast Wednesday
night.

Kentucky politicians are re- sufficiently good to enable him
acting about like their counter- him to make the race."
parts elsewhere to news that
Mr. Eisenhower told his news
President Eisenhower says he
will be available for re-nominaPresident
'Eisenhower's
tion under certain conditions.
nation-wide popularity will
The State Chairman of the
undoubtedly have its effect
Republican party,'Dewey Danin the general election in
iels of Hazard, says jubilantly,
November when Kentucky's
"I'm very happy about it. I
Democratic and Republican
always thought he would make
Senatorial nominees will
the race. . . .1 think we have a
run on their respective nachance to carry Kentucky and
tional tickets. The decision
elect a United States Senator."
of
President
Eisenhower
Governor A. B. Chandler just
greatly strengthens the poabout summed up the Demosition
of
Senator
Earle
cratic reaction with a brief
elements in the May pristatement that "I'm glad to
maries, w hen Democrats
know the President's health is
will want to select their
strongest man to run
a g a I ns t the Republican
nominee. Joe B a t es of
Greenup, who has said that
he will oppose Senator
Clements is practically unknown out of his own district and falls far short of
having the distinguished record of public service as
does Clements,
New Secretary

C OF C REOPENS
OFFICES; CLOSED
SINCE JANUARY

Employed To Fill
Office Vacancy
At a meeting of the Board of
Directors of the Chamber of
Commerce held last week plans
were made to re - open its office
in the Woman's Club Building.
The office has beers closed since
the resignation of Mrs. Lorene Hughes in January of this
year.
At the same time the board
employed Mrs. Jack Carter to
serve as secretary to fill the
vacancy caused by the resigirilation. Mrs. Carter is the former
Jane Dallas, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Grover Dallas., Mrs.
Carter attended Stephens College at Columbia, Missouri and
later attended Murray
State
College at Murray. The new secretary at one time taught commercial subjects at Kewanee
High School in Kewanee, Missouri,
R. H. (Bob) White, president
of the Chamber of Commerce
presided at the board meeting
last week.

Four 4-H Members
Honored At Paducah
Members and leaders of six
4-H Clubs who won county
championships in the annual
Kentucky Utilities Company 4H Achievement Contest, were
honored at a dinner Feb. 13 at
the Irvin Cobb Hotel in Paducah. Members of the Fulton 4 H
Club were George Burnette,
Ken Winston, Elaine Butler and
Linda Arrington.
Mrs. Bertha
McLeod, Mr.
John Watts and Mr. K. M. Winston accompanied the group.

Cayce P-TA Variety
Show Will Be
Delightful Event
Big plans are in the making
for the delightful Variety Show
to be sponsored by the Cayce
P. T A. on Friday night, March
9. The show is a benefit affair to
buy needed lighting for the
school.
A beautiful $29,95 table model
radio will be given to some
person
attAnding the
lucky
show. The radio is on display
at Fowler and Williams Store in
Cayce.
TO add to the enjoyment of
the event home - made candy,
pop corn and cold drinks will
be sold. More details of the event will be announced tri next
week's paper.
BIG BREAK

conference today that his decision was a last-minute affair. He
said that as late as yesterday
morning he stilj was wrestling
with himself over the question.
He also said that last night he
told about six persons that he
had decided to make another
try for the White House. Newsmen asked
Mr. Eisenhower
about thepresent condition of
his health. He said he did not
want to go into that subject until he makes his speech Wednesday.
Industrial stocks reached new
1956 highs in active trading today on the New York exchange.
They just missed their all-time
record set on Dec. 30th.
Dealings were lively from the
openings as Wall Street guessed
the President would say "Yes"
on a second term. Tickers ran
late soon after initial trades
were out of the way. Those
trades were made on blocks
that ranged up to 10-thousand
shares United States Steel.

FULTON BIDS FOND
FAREWELL AND BIG
HELLO TO K FOLKS
Railroad Makes
Two Important
Personnel Changes
The Illinois Central system
made two important personnel
changes in Fulton this week
when it announced that W. C
Woods would replace John Moran as trainmaster and L. D
Cameron would replace Pete
Warren as assistant trainmaster
here. The changes are effective
this week.
Mr. and Mrs Moran and their
two lovely children have been
popular in Fulton and it is with
regret the Fulton citizens learn
of their new home in Bluford.
IlL Mr. and Mrs. Warren, too,
have endeared themselves to
Fultonians and it is with reluctance that they bid the family
a farewell to Central City, Ky.
But with customary- hospitality Fulton welcomes the Woods
and Cameron families who will
make their home here
Mr.
Woods is being transferred here
from Markham Yards in Chicago and Mr. Cameron comes here
from Jackson, Miss.
The housing problem was no
problem for the new families
since the Woods family will
move into the apartment formerly occupied by the Warrens,
and the Camerons will move
into the house formerly occupied
by the Morans.
A fond farewell and a happy
welcome to all you good railroading friends from all of us at
the News office.

The Bonds Trio of Fulton,
composed of three teen-aged
girls, will appear with Wally
Fowler on Dave Garroway's
famous television program entitled "Wide, Wide World."
RURAL URBAN DAY
The local girls will appear on
On Tuesday, March 27, the
the program on Sunday, March
4, from 3 to 4:30 p. m. over lecal Rotary Club will conduct
its annual Rural-Urban day
NBC-TV, coast to coast.

Lt's Standardize Holiday'.Parking
February 22 was Washington's
birthday, and it was a legal holiday.
The banks were closed; the post office was closed and the old standard
question was raised on the streets of
Fulton, as it is always raised on such
types of holidays: "Is it a legal holiday as far as the parking meters are
concerned"?
,•
The few citizens who remembered
that a not-too-long-ago ordinance defined but three or four "legal holidays" during the year (as far as free
parking was concerned) dropped
their money in the meters.
Those who did not remember, and
who thought it was a legal holiday,
did not feed the meters.
The tourists passing through town,
used to free parking on such legal
holidays in their own home towns,
parked where they pleased without
feeding the meters.
Motorists who sought their information from printing on the meter itself

cent article, "the population of the
United States is increasing rapidly,
7,346 per day, and it is expected that
by 1965 there will be 26.000,000 More
people and 11,000,000 more families
to feed."
Southern Bell Telephone Company,
in its summary report for 1 955. stated
that it built "the largest amount of
telephone facilities for the South of
any year in history!- In the ten years
of 1345-1955, Southern Bell reports
that its Kentucky telephones increased 223,500 (120 per cent) while
Southern business firms increased by
75 per cent and the South experienced
its greatest economic giowth.
Southern Bell further points out
that the demand for their services remains so great the 149,020 orders
for higher grades of service and 96,
164 unfilled orders for service were
carried over into 1956.
Indeed, we live in a growing country, and even though we may hardly
realize it, we grow with it, each year
a rittle.

firrns that send cataloges are wasting
their money. Everyone knows what is
sold at stores in town and they'll all
shop at home.
BUT - If you are one of the foolish
kind, like the Notre Dame cathedral
that has stood for six centuries but
still rings the bell every day to let
people know it is there, then you too,
will advertise.
The fact of the matter is, as a
national firm points out, "Americans
are continually on the move. Over half
the nations' people have ('hanged
their address at least once since 1946."
Unless you make your presence and
your services known, you can depend
on few people to remember you from
year to year without advertising.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Teen-Agers Take TV To Task

McFs•Sers

e

By Rev. James P. Conroy
praised for the good example it showTIIE AMERICAN teen-age boy and
ed, while-Youth Wants To Know was
praised for promoting good citizengirl spends about two or three hours
ship. On the other hand, many top
a day watching TV. For the most part
entertainers were criticized for sugthey are intelligent and- discriminagestive jokes and immoral costuming.
ting viewers, alive to the moral quali•
ty..of the programs.
WHAT -DOES this survey prove?
For one thing, it shows that TV is beThis fact is revealed in a survey
ing watched with critical eyea-in many
.conducted recently among 13,14_1'
American homes. TV producers who
hIgh-schoorils iidents across the
know that many viewers object to im• survey shows that the teen-age
moral programs will be careful if only
viewer won't allow television fan-clubs
from the view-point of Hooper•ratto control his TV preferences. He is
ings.
independent in his likes and dislikes,
' The survey had a less encouraging
being critical of suggestive jokes and
scanty costuming.
feature however. A fairly large numTHE SURVEY also reveals that
ber of students failed to answer the
most youngsters can be critical of the
questions about the 'decency of promoral weakness in many of the leadgrams and about inspiring, non-religiing TV programs, while full of praise
ous shows.
for good, wholesome entertainment.
IT IS disturbing to think that some
The count was wore than 2-1 that
American young men and women - some programs offended against Ge.rninority though they may be - can
eerie), and 3-1 that some show:; edvanlook for hours and hours at a televiced religion and high ideals among
sion screen without judging whether
youth while not being strictly religithe entertainment is morally good or
ous programs.
bad -- and whether or not it should be
THE Loretta Young sliow was
turned off. Youngsters oblivious to the
moral value of their TV entertainment
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS can
hardly be zealous Christians.
Post Office Box 485
Fulton, Kentucky
Parents can and should make their
Published Every Thursday of The Year
children vigilant TV viewers. In his
pamphlet, TV and Your Child, Msgr.
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Edwin Broderick suggests that parEditors and Publishers
ents ask their children after watching
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
a program. "Did you like that show?
Why? " Did it uphold virture? Was
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
sympathy on the side of virture? Did
'ubscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton.
it impart a worthwhile lesson?"
iickrnan, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
, Children who are asked, or who ask
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.: Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
themselves, these questions, will be
intelligent TV viewers. They will also
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
be good Christians, using God's gifts
t the post -iffice at Fulton, Kentucky, under
such as television, to take them to
lut United States postal act of March. 1879.
Heaven.
Thursday March 1, -1956

CLINTON GIRL IN
NATIONAL HONOR
BY FARM JOURNAL

2.
)
4Macia
••• Ciese
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13-Year Old Is
Among 100 To Be
Named To Board

▪

With JIM PRYOR

"I can see be's still in conference — he's
No. 5 iron saw!"

No Need For Continuous Advertising!
PREACHERS - Should preach only
one sermon or so a year. People are
against sin anyway, so why harp on
it.
TRAFFIC LIGHTS - Should be
turned off at dangerous intersections
to save electricity. Everybody, knows
it's a dangerous spot and that is sufficient. 'TEACHERS - No need to review
lessons. Tell the children just once
and they'll never forget.
HIGHWAY POLICE - Stop driving
up and down the highways. No need
to caution drivers by patrolling highways. Drivers know the law and
should obey.
OUT OF TOWNERS - That advertise in the local paper and mail order

by

found that the word ,'holidays" was
stated so generally that it could pretty
well be interpreted as one close.
We understand, amid such 'confusion, that traffic tickets on such' days
provoke considerable argument, to the
point where a fine is difficult to extract.
A simple solution, easily remembered by everybody, would be to declare
free parking on all legal holidays observed by the local banks, which
would pretty nearly cover everything
that any out-of-towner observes too.
A less simple solution, equally effective, would be to specifically define local meter holidays by printing
on the meter itself. thus gii,ing the
motorist no excuse for not knowing.
But apparently the worst solution
of all, as matters now stand, is hoping
the populace remembers, and that
every tourist will cheerfully pay a
traffic ticket in Fulton for something
that has always been free in his own
home town. -

This Growing Country Of Ours
In the short memory of our snort
lifetime, great things have happened
in these United States. Some have
caused wonderment; some have caused dismay; but few save the top-level
executives have had the insight to
know what was coming and plan accordingly.
In 1936 we worked for $25 a week
with a college degree and now college
graduates laugh at you for less than
$70 a week. In 1938 a lovely little 5room cottage could be built in the
south for $4000 and now the same
thing costs $18,000; in 1940 an oldsmobile "98" 4-door sedan cost $1500
and now it cost somewhere around
$3500; in 1947 a faily-well-built home
in Washington, DC. could be Inught
for $18,000; and today the same
home will cost $30,000; in 1950 an
item of machinery or building equipment that cost $100 then is priced at
$135 now.
The answer to such astounding
growth lies in the fact that, as the A
& P Tea Company points out in a re-

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Be
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vikl FROM THE FILRS:

Li TUNING BACK TUE CLOCK
The First District Basketball
in progress
Tournament now
here this week with Fulton High
School as host. The games are
being held in the Science Hall.
Twenty - seven teams, representing seventeen schools, with
their enthusiastic supporters are
here.
•
In the tournament Captian
Williamson piolts the Bull Dogs
for the last time.
Though one of the smallest
athletes in West Kentucky, Capt.
holds the
"Slim" Williamson
West Kentucky record and probably the state record for years
service.
Captain Williamson has seen
thirteen seasons aervice under
the Blue and White Bull Dog
Banner.
On Thursday evening at 8
o' clock at the home of the Rev.
E. S. Hicks. Nell Wright and
Hampton Clapp wigiF united in
the ring ceremarriage with
mony, Mr. Hicks officiating. The
attendants were Mr. and Mrs.
Solomon Hancock.
Mrs. Clapp is the daughter at

Mr and Mrs Leon Wright of
Beelerton. Mr Clapp is the son
of the late Thomas and Sudo..
Clapp of near Mayfield.
At the present Mr and Mrs.
Clapp are making their home
with the bride's parents
Enoch Browder sponsored a
community service program at
the Rotary Club meeting Tuesday W P. Burnett, a leadine
member of the 4 -- H clubs of
the county, gave an inspiring
account of trips he had made to
the State University, the State
Fair and to Chicago, in recognition of his work in the clubs.
Joe Davis called attention to
the fact that boys of the 4 - H
clubs went
before the county
court and obtained an appropriation for the work of the
county agent this year.
A weddirfg of much interest
was that of Mr. Homer Kelley
and Miss Annie Owens which
took place Thursday. The bride
is the daughter of Mr. Tom
Owens, well known merchant of
Jordon.

Practical Joking Can Backfire
(By the storyteller)
Last week I taiked aoout the
happiness we used to enjoy
when we called each other insulting names. Closely akin to
this boyish banter, which can
hardly outgrow, is a love of
practical jokes. The unsuspecting little fellow has been fair
game for practical jokers since
before history was .written, I
suspect, for it seems ingrained.
Some of the oldest writings tell
of practical jokes.
The novice in any business is
'always open to attack. The other
fellows, sometimes a bit jealous at their friends' good fortune, love to visit the place
where they work and put them
to shame. For books I have read
the left - handed
monkey
wrench, the sky hook, and the
meat auger seem to practically
universal. I cars.-recall when I
Iselt---very-- important * when I
could stand behind the counter
and help Mrs--Stubblefield run
his store. I creolri fill jiffs,: with
vinegar, oil cans with coaloil; I could weigh out or count
out candy and nuts; I could
even cut off lengths of cloth.
And, while the loafers around
the store looked on, I could
wrap up goods after a fashion,
count up the bill (That was before cash registers came into
use), and make proper change,
sometimes having to figure a bit
on the wrapping papet. It has
been so long ago that I do not
know whether I was ever taken
for a ride by my customers or
remember
not, for I
would
being made a fool of. But many
other boy got into a well - laid
trap and lived to tell the tale,
even until the third generation.
Al Christmas, 1955, when I
visited the family graves at Fidelity. I was only a few feet
away from the old catalpa tree
that figured in one of the practical jokes of Fidelity that backfired. Jim, the son of the hotel
keeper, stole one of his mother's
sheets, tied a rope to it, and
slung it over the limb of the
old catalpa tree so that it could
be let down right in the middle
of the road. One of the neighbors had gone to "set to bedtime" with a family just beyond
the graveyard and would be
along soon. The boy
coming
with the sheet, properly reinsome other boys
forced with

to keep from being scared, waited until the bedtime - sitter
came along Down went the
sheet; instead of taking to his
heel.% the neighbor untied the
sheet from the rope, doubled it
up under his arm, and walked
on home. I never did know how
the joker explained to his
mother the loss of the sheet
In a small log house at one
corner of Father's small place
where we grew up we kept
hay or farm
equipment until
Father
took in some blacksmith's tools on a had debt and
set up a shop for my older
brother. When the house was
full of hay, one of our neighbor
boys .secreted himself in the
cabin, knowios that his brother
would soon be coming back
from an after - supper visit to
Fidelity. Unearthly groans and
yells were _enough to put fresh
powe—r—iiito tired legs; the &aired
boy ran and is still running,
strong and
full of humor,
through
his ninety - fourth
birthday will come up about
the time this article comes to
the printers. Fortunately, the
boy who got scared did not deny
being the butt of the joke: he
enjoys staining the yarn all over
aesin, more than 85 years
after it happetled.
Trying to play practical jokes
on other members of my 'family
got me into more trouble than
any other childish tendency.
My sister just older than I was
a very nervous child; that was
just down my alley. Jumping
out at her from behind a door
and saying "Boo" just could
not be resisted. Grabbing her
suddenly at some such time
caused me to get a severe scolding. Mother warned me against
grabbing her again. I like many
another atildish - minded person, took the adviice literally.
One day when My sister was
drawing a bucket of water and
leaning over the edge of the
cistern, I poked her with a fishing pole. That wasn't grabbing,
was it?

How Christian
Science Heals
"A VICTORY OVER
NERVOUS BREAKDOWN
WPM (1275 ate.) Sammy 10 &At

Judy Hilliard, 13-yearAork•ekorm• 14•80, Moils CrOnol 111•14•••
old daughter of Mr. and
In rt,cent months I have talkMrs. Henry David Hilliard
has
to groups in Southern him
ed
County,
of Hickman
been selected by the Farm ois and for the most part fare,
Journal as a member of ers In the Southern tip or th,
that publication's "Polly state are interested in the daily
program that now exist in the
Board -for 1956." _
Western Kentucky Last ThursJudy, a seventh grader day I spoke to the Kiwanis Club
in Central School in Clinton, Farmers Banquet and much to
is one of only 100 girls from my surprise they are wanting
the whole United States me to come back and assist in a
chosen to serve on the dairy program This I am happy
Vienna Kiwanci Club
board. She ialtle only Ken- In do. The
is very active and wants W, get
tuckian in the group.
things started. I believe they
The "Polly Board" is will too
made up of rural girls from
SAVE THOSE LAMBS
throughout the United StaLambs are coming by twos
tes between the ages of 12 these days I have talked to
and 18. From time to time several farmers that have had
members of the board give -ewes to have twins The only
their opinions on story ideas thing wrong with that is most
under consideration by the of them have lost one of the
twins. I think most of the small
Farm Journal and tell the sheep
growers should have little
editors of that publication trouble in saving 100'1 lamb
what kind of articles they crop The larger flocks may fall
and their schoolmates down in extreme cases, but the
would like to see.
average is
109'1 I know of
The Hickman County girl many sheepmen who have 140%
was sought out by the lamb crop This is credited with
care and good feeding
Farm Journal to serve on special
practices Wore lambing season
the board after its editdrs Heat lamps are being used to
had seen reports on her 4- dry new - born lambs The lamp
H work. She was one of four o suspended in the corner of
Kentuckians considered for the lambing pen as a brooder
Each ewe is kept in a Iamb
the honor.
The board of 100 was se- ing pen for several days depending on the condition of the lamb
lected from 350 girls who This
also helps the ewe claim
were sent questionnaires her lamb if she is somewhat reafter careful screening.
luctant at first
Judy is already functionTh,. flack should be rotated
ing on the board. Her first every three to four weeks from
report-Alas- been forwarded. one pasture to anneker This
to the Farm Journal and to- aids is controling worms The
gether with other reports flock should be drenched coon
lambing if worms are susand opinions from members after
pected Phersothiazine salt should
in forth-coming issues of hi' kept before the flock at all
the Furrn Journal
fitness Never be without it. Mix
Support the Heart Fund
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.
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Bennett Homemakers Enjoy Interesting And
Constructire Meeting
Mrs. Fenwick
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County Extension Seruice To Hold Housing
Clinic In Homemakers Club Room In Hickman

The
Sennett Homemakers',that the great powers of uncon- 'A Housing Clinic conducted
Club met Thursday: February , scious self are direvted into con- by the County Aricultural Exit 1956 at 10:30 in the home of fident,
constrUctive
channels tension Service will be held in
Mrs. Bill Fenwick of Water i with the result that electric ve- the Hickman Homemakers Club
Valley. Kentucky. Mrs. Bill Hot- bcetions are released, attract- Room March 9th beginning at
hand was co-hostess.
ing the things you want out of 10:00 A.M. Families who have
Eighteen Membe:-s, Mrs. W. D. life. "You will find your resou- ouilding, remodeling, heating,
McLeod, Home Agent one new ces will surprise you" She said. storage, or orates system probmember, Mrs. LeRoy Brown and1 Determination, the skill of lems are invited to come and
one visitor Mrs. J. R. Wooten the 20th century and the energy bring your plans drawn to scale
were present.
of the Israeli women are help- of one half inch to the foot.
Mrs. 0. C. Croft, Reading ing Israel to develope both ecIf you do not have enough
Chairman gave an inspiring onomically and culturally the graft paper of that scale call at
devotional on
things which ' women were told by Mrs. the Home Demonstration office
money can not buy. Among Mora Elon, attache of the in the Post Office Building and
those things she mentioned were Embassy of Israel in Washing- get it.
real friendship, clear conscience, ton, D.C.
It will be necessary to have
gind health, happiness, inward
Women have had an Import- over - all measurments
in order
peace and character.
ant part in the new program to get the right amount
of paper.
Mrs. James C. Hinkley and Mrs Elan said. Ten percent of
If
Mrs. Bill Fenwick. Major pro- the state parliament are women your you have kodak pictures of
house bring them. They
in
Israel.
They
are
active
as
ject leaders gave a lesson on
will help the specialist have a
Lite Insurance, giving a better scientists, doctors, lawyers and better
understanding of your
understanding of Life Insurance, teachers.
lem and make it possible
Dr. Ernest J Nesius, associate
also showing how to get the
hem to be of more help to
most out of policies now owned Director of Extension spoke on
and those which may be pur- the challenge to Ky. HomeThis Clinic is planned for
makers. Sonic of the problems
chi,sed in the future.
Mrs Bill Holland. delegate to of Ky. are environment, educa- couples. There is no obligation to
the 44th Annual Farm and tion, nutrition, child care and carry out any suggestions made.
Your plan may or may not be
Hi.me Week at Lexington, Ky. development.,
for the near future. The importJan. 31 - Feb 3 gave a resume
Other
interesting
speakers ant
thing is to get a well
of each program of the week. were two A, Kentucky's I. F.The Theme of the week was Y. E's or 1955. Miss Lee Ann
tnor e efficient
homemaking Leet, assfstant Home Demonthrough wise use of latest re- stration agent of Hart County
search information.
and Robert Sympson of Nelson
Among the neted speakers County told of their experiences
was Miss Trent, Public affairs In Holland and Pakistan, resadvisor, Officer of British Com- pectively, over a four - month
monwealth and Nofftern Eu- period last year.
ropean Affaus.
S Depart'thirty two young people
ment of State. Washington, D.C. from Kentucky have,. gone to
ho spoke on "A career in The other lands as I. F. Y. Es in
Foreign Servive.:* MIMI Trent the past seven years and 140
spent a year behind the Iron farm families have opened their
Curtain. She was the secretary homes to young men and woto the Ambassador of Czechos- men from foreign countries durla% Ala
ing that time, according to Miss
Mi s Lui lid ('ante: bury, rosy% Edith Lacey. Field Agent in
chol( wit, analyst lecturer of 4 - H Club work.
Chicago, Ill
whose topic was
The State chorus composed of
"One day can change your life." 1A2 women sang,
. "The Star
recommended "that one choose Spangled Banner', -No Man
to act as if you &heady had Is an Island" and "Come To
The
what you want." She explained
Fair".
"If you live close to the Universal principle of life no one
can hurt you" was the advice
given by one of the speakers.
you discovered Uranium
The- advice given by another
la your backyard... speaker was "Never judge •
man until you have walked
three weeks in his shoes."
Mrs. Holland expressed her
gratitude to the rii,•mbers for
having sent her as a delegate
to Farm and Home week.
The meeting adjourned to
meet with Mrs. 0. C. Croft in
March with Mrs. Ardell Harrington, as co - hostess.

FVLTON HOMEMAKERS
DISCUSSED INSURANCE AT
MONTHLY MEETING

thought out plan for the things
The Fulton Homemakers met
you want and then any work
Wednesday
at the Cumberland
piece
do
by
piece
can fit
you
-4 Presbyterian Church, with 16
into this plan.
If you will have the follow- members .and one visitor, Mrs.
Stephenson
present.
ing information attached to Charlie
your House Plan it will speed Mrs. Harry Allison, reading
things up and might help you chairman, gave a report on
books and a list that would be
decide on where to ,begin.
interesting to read. She urged
members to read more books
DO YOU HAVE THESE
and be master readers.
THINGS
During the recreation period,
I. The house should have enough rooms and space for famin good repair.
ily life.
10. Ceilings not less than 7
2. Separate sleeping areas for feet, inches
high.
4
parents, for girls, and for boys.
11. Storage closets and cup3. Space under house enclos- boards
for food, clothing„ linens,
ed; foundation sturdy.
bedding, other supplies and eq4. Floors tight, smooth and Ulpment.
safe.
12. Kitchen with sink, work5. Outside walls weather-tight ing and storage areas, and a
and attractive.
satisfactory stove.
6. Enough windows for good
13. Space in kitchen or elselight and ventilation in all
rooms. Doors and windows in where for laundry Ivork.
14. Steps and sAdrways safe
good condition and properly
arsd firm; long flights providscreened.
ed with handrails.
7. Roof water - tight.
8. Chimneys fireproof; built
15. Year - round water supply
to the ground.
convenuncontaminated and
9. Inside walls and woodwork ient.
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the group sang "America," followed with games pretaining to
Washingtdn's birthday, led by
Mrs. Charles Jones.
A pot - luck luncheon was
served at noon with Mrs. .1, A.
Rafferty and Mrs. Mae Campbell as hostess.
After lunch, the major project lesson on all types of insurance, was given by Mrs.
Robert Holland and Mrs. G. C.
Richardson.
'Ernest Fall, Sr., was asked to
talk on insurance. He gave the
members lots of information,
which they appreciated very
much.
The members will have a rumMot Ceinelete Staab

mage sale Saturday .across from
Rushton's Cafe.
Mrs. Edgar Provine was elected to attend a work shop at
Cumberland Falls 'in March.
Next month is Daffodil Month.
It would be nice for all members
to bring a specimen in bloom to
the next meeting.

Hearing Aid Batteries'

I

Complete Line
For all makes of hearing aids!
Visit our Hearing. Aid Depart
ment at your first opportunity

CITY DRUG CO.

108 l.ake Street

Phone 70

am.

in teed gtaitsekr

.42 Lake Street

Here It Is, Folks!

NON•CANCELLABLE

HOSPITAL and SURGICAL BENEFITS

EVEN IF

You couldn't buy finer
whiskey thin

Cream of
Kentucky!
KENTUCKY'S FINEST WHiSMY -A KENO
S6 PROOF 10s GRAIN NEUTRAL SPRITS,
SOILIILLY DIST., It4C.. fRANKFORI. KY.

Wkatta Life!
A first-uade teacher had jut
helped 35 youngsters pull on
their tight-fitting overshoes and
was just struggling with the last
pair of stubborn galoshes. As
she gave the final tug little
Freddie said, "These
aren't
mine."
Counting to ten, the harrassed
teacher pulled them off Freddie's feet. The youngster watched in silence, and when it was
all over he continued., "They're
my sister's, but Mommy made
me - wear them today!"
Farm and Home Development
Clubs have been organized at
Hardin and Palma in Marshall
county.
•

-it has everything.
Your Majesty.
Great place for the
wife and kids.-

— — — that are guaranteed renewable, NOT at
the option of the Company (as in the past) but at
YOUR OWN OPTION !*

WITH

Here's What
This Means
to You

SPECIAL
RENEWAL
SAFEGUARD

IT'S YOURS TO OWN, NOT JUST RENT!
You may use this policy over and over again during the
guaranteed renewable period without fear of cancellation
or nonrenewal because of change in your physical condition or the number of times you have received benefits
for injuries occurring after the policy date or sickness
contracted more than 30 days thereafter.

NO RESTRICTIVE WAIVERS LATER!
During the guaranteed renewable period your policy cannot be modified so as to take away part of you? protection.

NO AGE TERMINATION PROVISION
FOR ADULTS!
Even after age 65 the policy may be continu—e—d- at your
option and that of the Company. Children are considered
adults at age 19 or at marriage and coverage under the
family policy ends, but they may apply for a policy of
their own.

RENEWAL AGREEMENT
This policy is guaranteed renewable upon payment
of renewal premiums in accordance with the Policy Provisions entitled "Grace Period" and "Premiums" except that (a) the insurance of any covered person shall be renewable only at the option
of the Company on each renewal date following
the sixty-fifth birthday of such person, (b) the
insurance of any covered person shall be renewable at the option of the Company on any renewal date when such person carries other insurance
which together with this policy provides aggregate
daily hospital indemnity for accident and sickness
in excess of $25.00 per day.

R. E. Hyland, Agent 11 C. Sams, Agent

• TO AGE 66

Paul Cates, Agent
PHONE 153

PHONE 1223-M-2

PHONE 1185

National Travelers Isurance Agency

Long Distance
puts you In touch,Pastor
PONCE DE LEON would have agreed,
A long Distance call can be as refreshing
as the Fountain of Youth. Satisfying, too.
Easy to make. And so low In cost.
Isn't there someone you'd Ks to call

right now?

Call by Numbor —It's Twice As FOS,

NATIONAL
TRAVELERS
INSURANCE
AcENCY

Box 627, Paducah, Kentucky.
GENTLEMEN: Please send, without obligation, detailed information on Your
NON-CANCELLABLE HOSPITAL AND SURG ICAL BENEFITS

Name _
Street No. or RFD
I

SOUTHERN WELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
•

City

_State
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* Huge Expansion
Crutchfield WMU
(Continued from page one)
Enjoys
Mission
Bell, points out that 23,000 new
telephones were installed in Study Program

19561

* Phipps Fund

American
Legion
church. An edu- I the
and
grown from 380 to 609. The throughout tho.
been added Roberts Lodge He is currently
has
director
cational
increased
has
Union
Training
from 79.4o 160 in average at- i to the church staff. On Easter president of the Tvin-City Mintendance. Total receipts' for the Sunday, April First, a ground- isterial Association.
Rev. Laida
three years amount to $152,220- breaking ceremony will be held i
, and his family have endeared
.5b, the annual budget having
increased from $32.000 in 1952 .in preparation for the erection nutriselves to the people of the
of a $.140.000 educational build- .1
church and the community and
to $52,000 in 1955. Value of .In
g.
church property has been InOh this third anniversary the
The Laida's have been active
creased wow through the purcongregation
I
wishes them many
Laida
Rev.
community
work.
the
and
parsonage
in
chase of a
Hughes property, and the instal- is a member. of the Lion's Club,-"trore years of fruitful service
air - conditioning -- of
lation

Gospel Hymn Time
Gains Popularity
Every Sunday

Paint Your Walls With

Next Sunday, March 4, 2 to
2:30 on Gospel Munn Time, the
Wesley Methodist Church of
Beelerton will be the guest. Bro.
E. G. Porter is pastor. Mrs. Ray
Pharis, music director.
On the next part of the program. 2:30 to 3, the talent will
be furnished by the First-Methodist Church of Fulton, Bro. H.
E. Russell. pastor. Mrs. Nelson
Tripp, Choir School Director.
The last thiity minutes. 3 to
3•30, will be a special program.
You are invited to be our guest
for the 90 minutes of Gospel
islymn Time by having your
radio tuned to 1270 WFUL Bro. /

PHONE 12
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE-

A smooth, velvety

Plastic, 51 7: 51 inches

TABLE

COVERS

Large assortment new
patterns; while they
last.

GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

For a demonstration of the new 1956 PONTIAC
call Molly King, Eugene Hoodenpyle or Charles
King at 1267 or 89.

Exceptional beauties in
RAYON GOWNS, Sale Priced at

Sunday
Mon. &

79c

•

Ladies better quality 2-bar tricot, Reg ,49e
RAYON PANTIES ONLY 39c ; 3 for $1

Sr11.111

11e1k

Shoulder Strap &
Drawstring Bags
Yolcu want several at
this

Hand-laced .suedine, Rely
-LADIES MOCCASINS

unheard-of price:

1

69c pr.

hai nd-rol!ed.I Reg. 2k value
SILK KERCHIEFS, Sale Priced at 2/2i*
h

77c
Hygleam 500-yd ball

1..oloo+ lace-trim

BED SPREAD
COTTON

Nylon Tricot Slips
tut to, follow curves
without. wrinkling -or
binding;
hdjustahle
shoulder straps; dainty
face trim!

Reg.-price-29e-

2 for 39c

$1.59

;Lilt v

MORPUL ANKLETS
Soft spun cotton wi'
"action cuff". Sizes 9-1
Keg. 59c

PRE SPRING SPECIAL....88c
PAINT BRUSHES

Easy to Apply•Dries Quickly
Gilmon's "Soft-llte" wM
transform your rooms
Into soft-hued areas of
warmth ond beauty ...
gtvIng y o u professional
color effects quickly, easily and at small cost. Hundreds of additional cokfft
shades and tints can be
mode by intermixing.

Buy now, save 25%
A MILNER BROS. PRODUCTION
DostrobvIed iv AMERICAN RELEASING COO

Also-Tree Medic Cartoon
SUN - MON - TUES

Phone 36

1
2-inch size
1/
1
2-inch
2/
3-inch size

17c
33c
.14c

Modern Plastic

BED LAMPS
9 beautiful colors; Reg.
$1.98 value

ONLY $1.47

$15° QUART

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

111:

1)1111

SPORTIE BRIEFS
Knittrid
bacli .
elastic
waist: fly front. Sizes 212.

21c

ONERASCOPE Aso WARNERCOL

AssmAtortri.M SERNAS
PLUS - LATEST NEWS!

o

I

led

T-SHIRTS
Imported fine quality combed cotton;
white or pastel colors; compares with Vine quality combed cot
$1.98 values.
ton: sizes 6- 16, -

PLUS - 2nd FEATURE

'495 GLUON

Sun.

KING MOTOR COMPANY

Ladies Long Sleeve Cardigans

KIWIS

HEAT PROOF
OVENWARE
caniruclin iiatto•rn

CUPS-- 2 for 15c
SAUCERS-2 for 15c
5" Desserts 2 for 15c
Dinnbr Plates 2 for 25c
VEG. BOWLS - 19c
CREAMER gt COVER SUGAR set 22c

29c or 4 for $1
Bak,. King

ROASTING

Sir

11111.4iIti

T-SHIRTS
„r

cotton; for unouter wear.

39c or 3 for $1
P .1-01c Lined

PAN

Large enough for 10-lb
ham or fowi

ONLY 44c

CREEPERS
For:1-, I 1 i•
Colo rs

1eI

79c
Ni ;,10

MIRRORS
dainty floral
decoration. say is 30';
Plain,

SPECIALS AT

or

ONLY 88c

OUR STORE
It's ‘altie time now; shop
today !

BALDRIDGE'S
Lake St.

ci
With

MIMS
DONN
LORI NELSON
ADELL

Jerry Hill, a

FUR
Sr

39c PR.

39c

finish for walls,
ceilings and woodwork.

ning message
nrist on Su

20a Car

ir

DEMF111

Brother
College, Scea
the .Sunday

Fri. - S

PRE

100% Latex Base
PAINT

•McCO

Laida Anniversary Shows Fine Progress

(Continued on page one)
2.00
Jones Gamblin
Mac Weeks
.50
Rube Kimbel
1.00
This Sunday the Rev. John D.
Kentucky during the past year,
W. B. Lancaster
100 Laida and his family, Mrs.
The W. M. U. of Crutchfield Kate dz Gilbert Bowlin
bringing the total Southern Bell
1.00 Laida. Debbie and Susan, will
telei).orrs in the state to Baptist Church met Thursday Ken Bowlin
-50 begin their fourth year with the
Mission
for
Feb.
a
evening,
23,
410,000.
Harvey Caldwell
5.00 First Baptist Church.
meeting.
supper
Study
0. C. Jonakin
The report devotes a special
2.00
........
The local church has made
Mrs. Claude Brinkley, Clinton, K,asnow's
section to progress made in
2.00 great strides during the past
Kentucky, where the Company Ky., taught the book "The F. A. Horrira
2.00 three years. Three hundred and
operates 156 exchanges with Tribes Go lip," having to do Harry Bloodworth ........
1.00 twenty new members have bern
parts
various
of
in
Indians
with
J. D. Faulkner
4,800 employees. The theme of
2.00 received into the church. The
States.
United
our
Sam Reed
the report, made by President
2.00,Sunday School has increased its
The program was enjoyed by Leader Store
Fred J. Turner for the Board of
5.00 1 enrollment from 750 to 1010 and
,members,
speaker
the
thirteen
Qua I itY Cleaners
Directors, is progress in the
1.001 the average
attendance has
guests.
Charlie
Mrs.
and
two
Bob Binfors1
South during the past ten years,
.......
4.00
new
the
associational
Moss,
Eddie Bushart
a period in which business firms
4.00
in the region increased by 75 superintendent, and Mrs. Harry Pauline Thompson.
1.00 Friends Invited To
per cent and the South exper- Roberts, Sr., both from Colum- Glenn Railer
2.00
ienced its greatest economic bus, Ky. Program, dinner and Finis Vancil
1.00 McMurry Open/ House
decorations were arranged by Jack Covington
growth.
1.00
Mr. and Mrs. James McMurDuring those years Southern Miss Ninnie Veatch, Mrs. Joe Mrs. M. M. Matlock
.25
R. L. LeCornu
Bell has undertaken a tremen- Nethey and Mrs. J. R. Lel)
.50 ray of Cayce will have open
R. Wallace
dous expansion program to meet
house Saturday night, March 3,
J. E. Bennett
the demand for telephone ser- * Notebook
.23 honoring Mr. and Mrs. Carl, Mc(Continued from page one) Mrs. Eldred Choate
vice. At the end of 1955, it oper.50 Murray. Mr. McMurray, who was
ated 4,900,060 telephones, with cleanliness, but in these in- Wanda Batts
.50 stationed at Ardmore Air Force
almost 86 per cent of them stances I was not over-critical. Guynelle Payne
1.00 Base. Oklahoma, reaeived his
dial -, operated, compared with I just remember what our little Warren Graham
1.00 discharge in January after four
only 1,863,204, of which 60 per girl said ."Mother, why don't Dr. R. B. Rudolph
3.00 years service.
they clean up this part of the Jennie & Rob Fowlkes
cent were dial in 1945.
2.50 On November 5, 1955 he and
garage?"
Harold Dean Arnold
1.00 Miss Norma Carr of Sulphur.
station Wanda & Edw. Halley
service
Fulton
A
1.00 Oklahoma, were married.
They
owner,
depends
on
who
largely
Ben
Schwerdt
•Chestnut Glade News
.70 are now making their home in
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn • tourist trade should be overly Meachams' Market
1.00 Murray where
Mr
particular about this accomo- Hugh Mac Sloan
1.00 attending college. McMurray is
dation to the trade.
Bushart Clinic
5.00
Mrs. Mignane Morrison, PrinA person is not likely to for- Katherine Bradshaw
1 00 Friends and relatives are inof Chestnut Glade releases the get such disregard for cleanli- Dr. Poe
vited to cail. No invitations are
2.00
Honor Roll for the 4th - Six ness. . . .and the station is going Dr. D.
being
sent.
M. Baird
2.00
week.
to be by-passed the next trip "A friend"
3.00
First
through....no matter how many Browder Milling' Co.
5.00
Paula Howard, Patsy Jones, banners, or how many letters Harry
Reams
5.00
Diane Simon.
in the alphabet you throw into Rich Gardner
3.00
Second
Dr. Cainnaughton.
that new super-speed gas.
500
Carol Malian, Linda
NanMr. & Mrs. James Robey
2.00
ney, Larry Parrish, Kenngth
Happy Hogan
........ .
500
Griffin, Ada Ruth Grissom.
Mr and Mrs. W. I. JolCAYCE NEWS
Third
ley, Jr.
(Clarke Bondurant)
10.00
Patty Miller, Paula Nanney,
Mr. &Mrs. Tom Kelley
5.00
Garry Jones, David Reed.
Marvin
2.00
Mrs. Roy Cruk Mrs. Webber, Bruno Sanders ..._ .....
Fourth
Brewington
Sr.
1 00
Fairra Finch, Betty Hender- Mrs. Neal Scearce and Mrs. Donald
W.
Kimbro
1 00
son, Suzanne Rogers, Dennis Daisie Bondurant attended the W.0
.. 300
Cayce Homemakers at the home Mrs. Jacobs
Bruner, Darrell Molnar.
Ruth Scott ..._......_.
1 00
Fifth
of Mrs. Johnnie Wilson.
Fulton Market
... ...
1 00
Mrs Author Burns' and Mrs. The
Ade11 Gibson, Brenda Wheat,
Hillman Colliers'
1.00
Carla Brun.chge, Sandra Simons, Author Allen are home from the H. B.
Houston
1 00
hospital, and are • improving Bill
Larry Williams.
Smith
100
slowly.
Sixth
Eugene Bard .....
100
Miss Ea-a Johnson is on the
Beverly Stewart. Franca
Bill Grooms ......._...............
Special Purchase '
1.00
Baily, Margie Henderson, Sher- sick list at the home of her Jack Carter
2.00
ry Wade, Jimmy Barber, Larry brother, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mr. de Mrs. Gene
$4.98 Step Ladder
Dowdy 2.00
Johnson.
Jones.
Mr. dr
1.00
Miss Eva Johnson, Robert Mr. BobMrs. Dean Collier
Seventh
Harris
1.00
Save $1.80 .. • $3.18
Bobby Jones. James Wall, Johnson and Guy Johnson had Woody Brown
1.00
Jimmy McMinn4 David Finch, a message from Hopkinsville, Carl Kendall
5.00
Carolyn Wheat, Anne Ferris, that their Aunt, Mrs. Stella Billy Joe
Deluxe, heavy white
Forrest
.1.00
Linda Griffin. Lynda Harwood, Huddleston, had taken a change Mr Ez Mrs.
C, H. Mc'enamel, 18-gauge steel,
Patsy Williams, Sandra Wade, for the worse. The message was
Daniel
2.00
from, her son - in - law where Mr 8r
height 251
Donald Weldhn.
/
2 inches.
Mrs. James Wilshe has been sick for several
Eighth
haucks
11.00
Johnny Oliver, Betty Gay months.
Mr Az Mrs. Guy Harris
5.00
Miss Charlie Bonduratnt and Mr. & Mrs.
Reed, Rachel Bondurant, Mary
Fast-Starting Fair \% ay
Roy VoWell
5.00
Mrs.
St1e Neely, Dale Williams, Ron- mother visited. Mr. and
James
Majors
..
1.00
Wednesday Mr. &
Inman
ald Mack Coffman, Cecil For- Malchom
GRASS SEED
Mrs. Louis Jones
1.00
rester, Nannie Mae Morrison, afternoon.
Mrs. Vestal Coltharp
1.00
Buford Campbell is as home Herbert Grissom
Paula Faye Gore, Barbara Ann
2.00
Id4al for .116Var lawns,
Mason, Linda Lou Neely. Datha after several weeks, and a op- Mrs. Elsie Provow
1.00
Witt, Alice Emery, Glenda Win- eration in Kennedy hospital in Gene Vancil
or re-see(!ttig.
1.00
Memphis, Tenn.
stead.
Mr. dr Mrs. Virgil Cov2-LB BAG 77c
ington
2.00
Milburn Conner
1.00
Pat Nanney
1.00
C. Maynard
1.00
Garrett Kimbel
1.00
R. H. floss
1.00
Raymond Stalling
1.00
H. M. CoHier
1.00
Thelon Capps
1.00
Bob Elliott
1.00
Bill Johnson ....
1.00
Mae ''Wealcs
2.00
Ken Winston
1.00
Charlie Thomas
1.00
.TOTAL
$313.75

5-10-25c STORE

Fulton, Ky.
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in the song service
Sunday evening. Bro. Crocker
Mn. L. T. Caldwell •
preaches the fourth Sunday of
each month and Bro. Darrell
Brother Crocker of Hardin
Moore of Freed Hardeman Colcolege, Scearcy, Ark, delivered
lege,
Henderson, Tenn, preaches
. 0 Sunday morning and evethe second Sunday of each
n g messages at the Church of oath.
ist on Sunday, Feb. 26. Bro.
The Spring revival wil com.1. t' v Hill, also of Hardin Col- mence at the Baptist Church on
0 MCCONNELL

and
irrently
Y MinLaida
ideared
Of the
Ay and
ry the
Illy
.v
_ ice.

ORPHELIM
Fri. - Sat., March 2 - 3 DOUBLE FEATURE
John

FURY AT GUN.
SIGHT PASS

Weissmuller
IN

"SWAMP FIRE"

With David Brian

Serial and Cartoon
Sun. - Mon. - TUPS., March 4, 5, and 6
The Day The Heavens Trembled!!
/ \

IA('
ries

Bursting the floodgates of emotion...
shattering all barriers of race and time!

n%.̀ Satins al
Ranchur
rile TURNER • Richard BURTON. Fred MacMURRAY
los' CAULFIELD • Michael RENNIE
MOM bp
kial

Ire EUGENE LIONTOVIDI
b.

FRAMK ROSS

)

NEGULESCO

AL
.A-1,4,y

.LER
MERLE tilli,

Sunday Features--1:30-3:43-5:37-7:50-9:58 P. M.
Mon. & Tues. Features-7:00 & 9:13 P. M.

SOON — Wm. Holden in "PICNIC"

Sunday, March 4, at 7 p. m., conducted by Bro. L. W. Carlin of
Paducah, Ky. Night services
will be conducted througjhout
the week at 7:30 The public is
coraially invited to attend.
Mrs. R. H. Moss, Jr., Misses
Anna Lou Caldwell, Myra Ann
and Sylvadeen Moss were shoppers in Mayfield last week.
Mrs
Nan Jones has been
moved to the home of her ion,
Silas, just East of McConnell.
Mrs. Jones has been critically
ill for several weeks, and is
gradually growing weaker.
Mrs. Lucille- Drumrn of Fort
Campbell, Ky. spent the weekend with her mother, Mrs L.
T. Caldwell and family.
Mrs. Grant Wilson, who is at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
R. H. Moss, Jr., celebrated her
90th birthday last Tuesday, Feb.
21st. We wish for her many
more Happy Birthdays.
Mrs. Luther Caldwell and
daughter, Anna Lou, plan to
leave for Anchorage, Alaska in
March. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wilhams of Fulton will live in the
Caldwell dnIling while they are
in Alasjw!,,,
,
Mr. and Mrs. Alphus Tucker
of near Sharon, Tenn., visited
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Goodjine
Sunday.
Mr. Lon Hastings was dismissed from Jones Hospital on
Feb. 25th, after having been
hospitalized for several days.
Ht. was brought to the home of
his daughter, Mrs. James Wilhaucks We wish for Mr. Hastings an early and complete re-

• Middle Road News
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Mrs. Jeff Harrbea•

ley; Carolyn' Kimbel, Wingo;
Abe Jolley, Mike McAlister,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips
eisited Tuesday with Mr. and
Kelly Reams, Mrs W B. ThompMrs. Jeff Harrison and family.. The following were patients son, all of Fulton; Luther PickMrs. George Black and Tell- in the local hospitals Wednes- ens, Water Valley; si-Drven
ilia visited Thursday afternoon day morning.
Grymet Laura Ifaynes.‘.B. B.
with Mrs. E. L Browder.
Jones Hospital: Mrs. Bernard
Stevenson,
Mrs. Don Hill, Mrs.
Houston,
Mrs.
Elverna
Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Evans
had as their guests Friday Mr. Mrs. G. E. Casey, Mrs. Lester A. L. Shuck, Mrs. Mike Fry,
and Mrs. Calvin Evans, Mr. and Merryman and baby, all of Ful- Mrs. Fred Worth, Mrs. Lucian
Mrs. Charles Evans and Betty ton; Mrs. W. T. Dawson of Browder, all of Fulton; Thomas
Union City. Terry Grissom, Pa- Cole, Water Valley.
Evans.
ducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie HarriHaws Hospital: Pearl Carr,
Fulton Hospital: Violet Water Valley, Rt. 2; Allen Brew
son and son were the Saturday
night supper guests of Mr. and Crump, Burkley, Ky.. Phil Ingram, J. R. Satterfield, Mary
Parker, Clarence Bugg, Mrs. Margaret Alexander, all of FulMrs. Bobby Evans and Terry.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcom Inman Genevive Shuck, Fulton. Elain ton; Mrs. Donald Ray and baby
visited Sunday with Mr. and Bone, Wingo; Mrs. Hazel Suggs, Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs. Laverne MorFulton; Mrs. Elia Smiley, Co- gan; Water Valley; Clayton
Mrs. Cecil Burnette.
ROBERT LEE BOLIN
Lynn Browder of Murray lumbus, Ky.; Mrs. Thomas RusCrutchfield; Webster HartCollege visited over the week sell and baby, Rt. 2, Felton; field, Mrs. Bertha Wood, Miss
end with his parents Mr. and Teresa Jones, Paducah, Ky.; Dixie Zopf, Rt, 3, Mrs. Phil
Mrs. Don Sensing and baby, Kocher, Rt. 1, all of Fulton; Mrs.
Mrs. E. L. Browder.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Evans Mrs. William Francis, Fulton; James Clark and baby, Rt. 3,
and Terry visited Sunday with Mrs. Bertha Crump, Burkley, Union City; Mrs. R. L. Ellegood,
Mrs.
Lloyd
Crowder, J. F. Lucy, Rebecca Alexander,
Mr. and Mrs. Vanoy Cox and Ky.;
Clinton; Mrs. E. M. Griffin, all of Fulton; Janice Mayhall,
baby.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison Martin; Mrs. Carl Hilton, Hick- Pierce, Tenn.; Michael Hodges,
and Mr. and Mrs. George Black man; Hershel Crass, Water Val- J. D. Avery, Fulton.
and Tenths visited Sunday with
Laban P. Jackson, Commis- Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Black and
sioner of Conservation, has apMr. and Mrs. W. D. Inman
pointed Robert Lee Bolin, Clinton, to succeed Steve Wakefield, visited Sunday with Mr. and
Siielbyville, as director of the Mrs. Gordie Puckett and Cletus.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Evans
Division of Flood Control and
visited Sunday with Mr. and
Water Usage.
Bolin, who has been associate Mrs. Wilson Evans.
a
Mrs. Daisy - Boruiurant and
director since Dec. 15, will asClarice
visited
Sunday after,ume his new duties March 1,
the day Wakefield's resignation noon with Mr. and Mrs. M. P.
Inman.
becomes effective, Jackson said.
Mrs. Ellis Roper is visiting
covery.
Bolin has been a resident of
for a few days with Mr. and
Little Nina Rose Moss has Clinton most. of his life Ile reMrs. E. L Browder.
been on the sick list, but is re- ceived his early education there
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Davis
and holds B. A. and M. A. deported better.
have as their guest their daughMr. James Larry Parrish has grees from Colgate University,
ter from Chicago, ID.
Commercial Ave
been on the sic.' list, but is now Hamilton, N. Y.
Phone 401
After.rollege, he taught mathable to attend school
ematics
years
for five
at Caney
Mrs. Rufus Kimberlin has returned home after being hospi- Junior College, Pippa Pass, Ky.
and for two years at Murray
talized for several days.
Billie McCord sustained a State College, Murray, Ky
•
11, has served as county judge
broken foot recently when a
of Hickman County, four years
door slammed on his foot
nheriff and two as treasurn.
Mrs. Roy Vowell has been
appointed to take the school He is past president of the Rotary Club, Lions Club, Chamber
tensus in this vicinity.
Mr. Billy Green, who is em- of Commerc,s and past master
ployed in Gary, Incl.,. spent the of the Masonic Lodge, F&AM
week-end with his family. Mr. No. 131, all of Clinton.
Bolin is a Baptist and is sup, Joe Carroll Moss returned with
of
the Sunday
Billy on Sunday, where he will erintendent
School and a member of the
seek employment.
Mr and Mrs Bill Green and Board of Trustee'', of the First
I family spent Sunday with Mr. Baptist Church. Clinton. He is
JAnd Mrs. Lon Green and family. vice • president and director of
the First National Bank, Clinton, and a director of the Clinton-Hickman County Hospital.
His wife is the former Rudelle
Mansfield, Fulton. They have a
•
Bobby, who is to 1.e. grad•
from Central }blab School,
0riginalS
Clinton. in June.

HOSPITAL NEWS

ROBERT LEE BOLIN
NAMED DIRECTOR
OF FLOOD CONTROL

Just Arrived

6)04 st21144

awl

e.v..4

LADIES DRESSES...

Moo-'lee

STORE-WIDE

..Clearance Sale..

LETS ALL GO TO

WALDRON
Theatre — Union City

)s

it

DRESS UP FOR SPRING AND EASTER AT BIG SAVINGS

WED - TliURS - FRI

SPORT SHIRTS Y2 PRICE
Regularly 3.95 to 6.95
NOW 1.95 TO 3.45

Shown Once at 8:05

JACKETS /
1
2PRICE
Regularly 10.95 to 16.95
NOW 5.45 TO 8.45

2nd Feature 6:30-9:45

1
2PRICE
SLACKS /
Regularly 7.95 to 13.95
NOW 3.95 TO 6.95
ALTERATIONS EXTRA

Mostly Sixes 28 to 33

1
2PRICE
SPORT COATS /
Regularly 17.95 to 29.95
NOW 8.95 TO 14.85
HATS

LEE — STETSON — DISNEY

0.00-15.00
Regularly 7.50-1\

SOCKS

NOW 4.95_6.954.95

Spring Dresses and Boxy Suits
7.98 to 14.98
for EASTER
Wool boxy suits and toppers
16.95, 18.95

4 Days - SATURDAY
suNDAY - m()N - TUES

See our fine selection of
RAYON FAILLE DUSTERS

THE PICTURE
WITH FOUR

New Easter Purses

ACADEMY
AWARD
Nominations
* James Dean

USE OUR EASY LAY-AWAY PLAN

BEST ACTOR OF YEAR
* NATALIE WOODBest Supporting Actress
* SAL MINED
Best Supporting 'Actor
* Best Story- Of Year

NYLON STRETCH and COTTON ARGYLES

014

4
41,4.

Regularly 1.00

NOW 69c

o

t

3 pairs for 2.00

voret:
s0,10*

j.°4
1/0 con._
81111-1,
P
ttare,b,
:i4c4.
ee
Of
a

Quality Shop
302 Main St. Fulton, Ky.

lot„ase

eAs*e: t 1

%/fit

—CASH ONLY — NO RETURNS OR EXCHANGES

FRANKLIN'S

2.00. 3.00

SHOWN SATURDAY
12:45-4:00-7:00-9:10
SHOWN SUNDAY
2:05 - 4:15 - 6:30 - 8:40
MON - TUES - 6:45-9:00

KASNO-W'S
448-50-52 Lake St.

Fulton

Insurance Protection
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At Rush Creek Club

CHESTNUT GLADE HOME
DEMONSTRATION CLUB
MET FEB. 23.

•
LONE OAK CLUB
PLANS WORK DAY
'10 REDECORATE CLUB

Chestnut Glade Home

The Lone Oak Club

"THINGS MONEY CAN'T
BUY" WAS LESSON OF
STATE LINE HOMEMAKERS

met at

The State Line Club held its

Those receiving Sunshine gifts
were Mrs. Maurice Coffman and
Mrs. 011ie Cannon.
A delicious buffet luncheon
was enjoyed at the noon hour.
After lunch, Mrs. Effie Winstead gave a lesson on "The
Prunning and Sweetpea Planting." Miss Hamilton gave a lesson on "Lawns. Landscaping and
Back Ground Arrangements."
Mrs. Carolyn Coffman had
charge of the recreation and the
games were thoroughly eNeyed
by the 13 members and one visitor, Mrs. Bob Cannon. The club
will meet on March 12 with Mrs.
Hazel Walker. Two Goodwill
boxes were sent at the noon
hour to two neighbors.

The
Insurance for Future Pro- Demonstration Club met with the center Feb. 22, foi the reg- rtgular monthly meeting Monday. Feb. 13, in the home of Mrs.
of
tection was the subject
Mrs. Jim Burke ThOrsday af- ular meeting of the month.
an all-day
was in Adair Cannon, with
Mrs. Joyce Brown
/he lesson for the February ternoon for the February meetmeeting. Roll was called and 13
by Marie Holland
17 meeting of the Rush ing. Mrs. Voscoe Simpson had charge of recreation. The con- members answered with Valenthe test was "Take the Cake,"
Creek Homemakers Club charge of recreation with
Demonstrator Kentucky Utilities
tine verses. The devotional was
group enjoying some exercises which called for some deep taken from Isiah 55:1 to 3 and
Sylat
the
held
was
which
pee
contest in which Mrs. thinking
a
and
Was given by Mrs. B. J. Jones.
van Shade Club house. Mrs. Jimmie Westbrooks was winner,
Mrs. Bailey vice - president The theme was on "Things
&fete you start another cake pan take on its original shape. Charles Everett with Mrs.
program.
afternoon
before the
then called on the following Money Can't Buy." It was voted
Are you wondering just what
Lets look at your cake pans.
Clint Workman assisting
The president presided and project leaders for their reto do more quilting for the pur'Look- at my cake pans? Well caused the pans to warp? May- her.
day,
read the thought for the
ports, Health and Nutrition by pose of making money for club
xhat for? I have good cake pans be you often Place the hot
You Annalynn Puckett, and Poultry
The Scripture and the 'Happiness isit aonperfume.
expenses.
because I have been using pans under cold water to let it
others with- by Bonnie Brown.
cannot pour
soak. This; will certainly warp thought for the
month- out
ehern for 10 years".
Miss Hamilton, the county
yourself'.
on
drop
a
getting
CunningWinnie
by
Reading
any pan. Also, some ladies perFarm
This is a favorate expression fer to preheat the cake pan. things which money cannot The song. "Showers of Bless- ham.
• agent, gave a report onLexingai.d Home Week held in
at the housewife who is eon- This will cause the pan to warp buy were read by Mrs. Ro- ings". was sung. Mrs. Vascoe
Song, "Showers of Blessings"
February,
Syaspatbetle Wife
rtantly having trouble with her just the same as the cold water, bert Adams. Mrs. Leon Simpson gave the devotional and lead by • Valda Puckett, Mrs. ton the first week in
a deleThe D.A. was cross examining
prayer. The club creed was re- Bethel!, the president and also as the club did not send
,!akes. They are always higher since you are still putting a Jones led in Prayer.
a woman who had just admitted
peated' by the group. Roll 'call hostess for this month gave the gate this year.
n the center, and oT course she cold substance in hot pan.
Mrs. Scott DeMayer gave was
Miss Hamilton war given a putting poison in her husband's
answered by "One Project I devotional, prayer by Miss
thinks her oven is heating un-, Try baking your next cake in
coffee. "But didn't you feel a
.venly, this causing the failure a level pan, and if you use an an interesting account of Plan in 1956". The treasurer and Odom, Club Creed wasread y gift from the club.
Farm and Home week Con- cheerleaders gave reports.
little -sorry for him." asked the
Valentine
her cakes.
receiving
Those
arm
electric oven, even an arnateure
Announcements
the group,
vention which she attended
One gifts were Mrs Effie Winstead, D.A.
A donation was made to the introductions
followed.
The fact is, however, that can turn out cakes like an ex"Yes," come the reply, "it was
Lexington.
in
busithe
during
Fund,
warpHeart
pert.
, Visitor Mrs. Will Bethell from Mrs. Doyle Philips, Mrs. Carorally cake pans become
he asked for a second
when
William
Mrs.
Coffman.
lyn
anOdom
Loyd
Call
read
the
Miss
Mrs.
nes session.
Join the thousands of home,Fulton was present.
-d or uneven on the bottom,
and Mrs. Hazel Walker, cup"
.ausing more of the cake mix- makers who have discovered February landscape notes. nounced the date of the mobile
Roll Call was answered by Ward
ture to go to the center. Look the wonderful convenience of The project lesson given by x - ray unit will be in Weakley "One Project, I plan for 1956."
the necessity of by 10 members.
it your cake pan. Place it on a cooking electrically.
Mrs. Albert Moss and Mrs. Clounty, urging
everyone taking advantage of
flat surface and observe if the
the
included
Adams
Robert
Minutes of the last meeting
same.
Twisters
outside edges of the pan touch
report was given.
important
many
to
answers
not
are
that
Pans
surface.
the
Oliver 'Oglethorpe ogled an
The vice - president presented
During the business session
evel cannot be improved. by owl and an oyster. If Oliver questions about life insur- the project leaders on program
Bola Bailey and Annalynn Puckfamilies.
for
in
ance
bottom
unlevel
• .olishing the
Oglethorp ogled an owl and an
for the month. All gave good reWhen the pan becomes oyster, where are the owl and
Mrs. Lewis Atwill led the ports. The garden chairman. ett were appointed to purchase
expanding the the oyster Oliver Oglethorpe group in singing songs and Mrs. J. T. Simpson, reported on paint for interior work of the
hot antt starts
Club room and a work day was
ogled?
playing games during the the meeting she recently at- to be announced soon.
on
university
the
at
tended
recreation period.
Accurate
Year books were filled out.
Now Many Wear
pruning and shubThe meeting was attend- gradenin,g,
Miss Odom showed slides of
bery and many other helpful
WORKMANSHIP-,..,1
ed by 12 members and two garden suggestions.
community gardens in Henry
visitors, Mrs. Archie StalAt Low Cost
Odom showed slides tak- an Weakly counties and gave
With Little Worry ions and Mrs. Bertha Mc- enMiss
When You Stop -et Hotel Claridge
of some gardens and owners some interesting facts of -difWatches, Clocks and Time
eat, talk, laugh or sneeze Without
that were in last year's "Gar- ferent varieties of garden veLeod.
Pieces of All Kinds Accutear of Insecure false teeth dropping,
Blipping or wobbling. TA8 I id
den Contests", which the club getables.
rately Repaired at Low Cost
You'll see what we mean the moment you
holds plates firmer and more comWe adjourned to meet again
much enjoyed.
very
by—
fortably. This pleasant powder bas no
gummy, gooey, pasty taste or feeling,
Mrs. Harry Bushart. of Mc- next month.
enter the beautiful Claridge lobby. And, your
Doesn't canoe nausea. It's alkaline
You can judge a man's charac- Connell and Mrs. Madge Connor
ANDREWS
(non-acid). Checks "plate odor"
tter by what he falls for were welcomed as visitors. The
completely refurnished and .&r conditioned
(denture breath). Get 2PASTESTli as
Jewelry Company
any drug counter.
what he stands for,
hostess served a lovely party
room oven contains a complimentary TV set!
plate, consisting of individual
cherry pies, topped with ice
Next trip, be sure you get that "At Home
cream and drinks. There were
miniature flags as favors.
Away From Home" feeling . .. stay et
The next meeting will be held
New
and
used
machines
Memphis' Most Modern Hotel.
on the third Thursday in March

FALSE TEETH

PURCHASE
EVENT

-Mtg. Cleistus
with
Everyone is Invited.

, Reams

For sales, service and re
pairs, see or call:

Jo
en
th
th
sh
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eel
is
po

he
ho

Milady shops both far and near,
Spends time and spends a
pretty penny
For nylons so extremely sheer
That it appears she hasn't any.

in
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ph•
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V IV\Ate
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"ea
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ter
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* Cottons
* Rayons
* Nylons
* Blends
Men! Don't pass up these terrific
savings on famous name sport
shirts! Choose from many fabrics
and colors ... .. in both fancies
and solids. Long sleeve styles with
two breast pockets and convertible
collars.

tiliSt New'56 Chevrolet Task-Force Trucks
out! Champs of every weight class!
New models to do bigger jobs—rated up
to 32,000 lbs. G.V.W.I New power right
across the board—with a brand-new big
Vit for high-tonnage hauling) New automatic and 5--speed transmissior51

Small, Medium
Large and
Extra Large!

Specially

purchased

to

sell at this ii6w, low price!
feerfisAtanforized
broadcloths and 100", ny-

Choose

lons in both solid colors
and fancy paterns.
2 to 18.

Sizes

Meet today's most modern truck fleet! It offers new champs of
every weight class, including four new heavy-duty series. It
brings you new power for every job, with a- modern shortstroke V8* for every model. •
Then there's a widcr range of Hydra-Matic models and
Powermatic, a new six-speed automatic, plus new five-speed
manual transmissions.t
Come in and see these new Chevrolet trucks!
•Vil standard in 1..C.F. and Series 5000 and 10000 modell, an extra-colt option
in all other models.
tExtra-cort options aiallahle in a wide range of ~deli (fire-speed transmiision
standard ill Series 9000 and 10000).

Anything less is an old-fashioned truck I

Fulton,. Ky.
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—Around Fulton—
The News writes social happenings about you and
your friends.
Each year — at this same time — all music lovers of
Fulton turn their thoughts toward plans for the Anpual
Evening of Music during the month of May. The first
week of May, as you probably know, has been designated an National Music week -- but. many music groups
contihue their programs all through the month. This
year, the Musk Club, a departmeet of the Fulton Woman's Club, will present their program on Friday even'sing, May lath at the Woman's Club.
Music is one of the happiest ways to spend leisure
time — and millions of people know this. It is such fun
to gather 'round in the living room — with the family —
or friends — and SING. Some people play in local bands
or form glee clubs. Some sing in church. And this all
points up to the joy of living with MUSIC. When we
think of music we are reminded of the great actor,
Charles Laughton who said. "You may lose your appetite for food — you may lose your appetite for drink
— you may lose your appetite for love -- but if you ever
acquire a taste for great MUSIC - you'll never lose it!"
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day on a golf course. What a
joy
must have been to hay!
played on the famous Gulf Hills
curse. A story on this course
appeared al a recent .,sue of
Life Magazine. Lucille was very
much impressed with the fairwear and greens. . . .because
she said that her score improved.
(The Diarist is LOOKING for
a place .PST like that.) Thef
also spent some time on the
Great Southern golf course and
met a lovelf couple from Rantoul, Ill, who were also addicted
to that wonderful game. So they
had loads of fun playing in a
fouraome. . .

last week - - - among whom
were: Little Paula Provine who
V.as honored on her sixth birthday Wednesday, Feb. 22, with
a party. Her mother, Mrs. Edgar Prokine gave the lovely
party at 'her home on Arch
Street. Now it isn't every day
that a littlb girl can celebrate
her birthday on the same date
as the Father of our Country but that is just what Paula did
and they had much fun in a
contest of pinning the hatchet
on George Washington's cherry
tree. Joyce Tucker won the prize
in this special contest. Each
guest brought the honoree a
birthday present and during the
afternoon they were served individual iced cakes with ice
crearil and were given party
hats and favors.
The invited guests were Brenda Barker, Shelia Owens, Cherry
Dunrain,g,
Rebecca McKnight,
Joyce Tucker, Carol Heithcock,
Barbara Brown, Jan Snow and
liepecca Mitchell.

Hear Mary Nelle Wright "new diets" or "reducing maon Air Wave Diary every chaines" AFTER evervene has
Thursday morning at
eaten.
9:45 A. M. over WFUL
Two tables of bridge were enher mother, Mrs. Oliver Pigue
at their home on fairview
Thursday afternoon at 3.
The little guests enjoyed
games of all, kinds during the
afternoon and were served delicious refreshments. Each guest
brought Carol Ann a pretty
birthday gift.
Those present were:
Sarah
Jane Poe, Judy Kay Burnette,
Judy Olive, Laura Hansen,
Brenda McBride, Susie Greer,
Romans. Greer, Lynn Dallas,
and Phyllis Pigue.
Aletha Exum as unable to
attend but sent a gift.
Gladys Simon entertained her
Thursday afternoon club at her
home in Highlands. Her guest
list was restricted to members
of the club. Myrtle B. McCollum held high score for the
games and Nelle Graham won
the Bridge - Bingo prize. Other
members who attended were
Sara Stilley, Maxie Meacham,
Judy Brady, Martha Roberts andJennie Fowlkes.

Florence and Frank _leadlei
are home again after a visit
with their daughter, Mary Lee
and George Truitt, at their home
in Lakeland, Fla. When Florence
and Frank are in Lakeland —
it's just like old home week in
Fulton, because they have so
many friends and relatives in
that fair city. Mary Lee Haws
Lyons and husband, Clayton,
and two little boys, Tommie and
Another birthday was celeDickie, live just in the next brated by Mrs. Jim Hargrove
block from the Truitts. In fact, with a dinner party at the Dertheir back yards join. So that by Cafe last Thursday -evening.
makes the former Fulton girls Her friends presented her with
very happy. Frank's cousin, a lovely 'bracelet as a gift.
Mary Elizabeth Beadles Penn.
Those present were Mrs. Millives there — and so does her ford Jobe, Mrs. Doyce
Adolphus Latta was hostess to
Clark Mrs.
daughter, Polly Penn Forehand, Ed Roberts, Mrs.
W. L. Durbin, her Thursday night club at her
and husband, Cooper, and two Mrs. J. D. Bennett, Miss
home on Vine Street last week
Doris
You Diarist could talk on - - (Billy) Wilson, son of Mary darling little girLs,
Mary Eliza- Brattim, Mrs. Warren -Johnson, Mozzelle Sams held the high
..nd on about this favorite of all Ethna and Homer Wilson, who beth and
Polly. Others that al- and the honoree, Mrs. Hargrove. score for the games and Ouida
subjects - - but we'll scamper has been stationed at Frankfurt ways entertain
Rachel won the Bridge - Bing
the popular
along our way and tell you about for the past year. drove down Beadles couple
prize.
during their stay
4111. of the gay happenings a- to Kaiserslautern (a distance of in Lakeland are
A group of SUU theril Bell
The hostess served delicious
Dr. and Mt* Telephone
round town and countryside - - 40 miles) to see his old Fulton Hugh Callahan
girlsl
honored
their
refreshments to her
and Mrs. Price
guests.
friends Lieut. Billy Murphy Bainett—who formerly lived in co - worker, Dorotha Young Those who attended were: —
with a birthday partysThursday Mrs.
Beverly II ill. ne of our lithe and lovely wife, Susan and Fulton. And we
Howard Strange, Mrs
don't forget evening
Fulton girls is making quite little daughter, who arrived in that Florence
given in the Rebel John Paul Emerson,
and Frank always
Mrs. Joe
Room of the Derby Cafe.
a name for herself down Mem- Germany for a tour of duty - - spend some time on
Fly, Mrs. Gerald Rachel, Mrs
the
Those present were — Eunice Edgar Corum,
phis way Bev is a student at just recently. We. can well im- golf courses, too. TheyFlorida
Miss Mary Analso Seath, Clara
Southwestern and plans to ma- agine V. hat happy talk there drove over to Venice
Tommye Nell
for a visit McClalnaha Nell Davis, Wanda derson, Miss
n, Hazel Clark, Joan Gates, Mrs. Eula Mulford,
jor in voice Many of us have wes.
.concerning everything with Ruby and Maxwell McMrs.
McKinney.
enjoyed this lyric soprano an that has happened "at home." Dade Welcome home,
June
McKinney, Ardel Sams and Miss Latta.
Mr. and Joyce
McDade, Anna Bizzel. Mathrough her high school years But Lieut. Wlilson will soon Mrs. Beadles—your
Diarist hates rion
Lee Oliver,
here in Fulton and it met with know about everything in Ful- to advise you to put the
covers and the honoree,Frances Cursev
A group. of "golfing girls" got
the approval of all - - when ton as he docked in New York back din those golf clubs
Mrs. Young.
until
together Monday night and had
she selected Southwestern as the Monday on the U. S. S America the-snow (of Tuesday morning)
ii pot luck supper out at Jane
college to further her music ed- and will go from there to Fort melts away!. . .Eugenia Harris
Opal Ingram celebrated her Edwards'
in the Country Club
ucation. But this lovely blonde, Dix. N J. - - - then HOME.
spent Friday night in Humboldt birthday and the "Birthday Courts. And what a GOOD supwith the brown eyes, has exwith her grandmother . . .Mary Club" gave a dinner in her per it was' Nobody in the world
celled not only in music - - but
From the "Travellers Ho" De- Bennett was in Humboldt Fri- honor at the Derby Cafe Thurs- can make hot tamales
like our
is winning 'most every honor partment of Fulton we'd like day night visiting her sister, day evening.
hostess, Jane. . . .so that's what
possible at Southwestern with to mention a few of those fort- Virginia Hunt and family. . .
Those
present
were — the we had. Etel McDaniel spent the
.
her blonde beauty - - - and unate ones - - - Betty and Carl Lorene adt1 Bud Hughes of Pa- honoree, Mrs. Ingram, Bessie
greater part of a day with Jane,
one of the greatest contested Hastings who have returned ducah visited in Fulton over the Jackson, Mrs. Mavis Parker,
trying to learn how to make
honors a girl man receive, dur- from a six weeks visit in St. week-end. . . .Virginia and John Miss Dorothy Newton. Mrs. Vi- those
delicious tamales. But we
ing her college days, is to be Petersburg, Florida. The Hast- Kizer and sons of Milan spent vian McClanahan, Miss Dorothy
really believe that about all
included in the heauty section ings spend several weeks in Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Boyd, Mildred
Hollden, Kaye that Ethel did was to roll them
of her college annual - - - and Florida each year. but we know Sara Meacham
. .Corinne Berry, Merrie Virginia McIn- . . .because they were strictly
that's just what "our Bev" has that they must have had an EV ass has reeurned from Pa- tosh, Elizabeth Jordan, and Jane Edwards
Tamales. Each
done. Last Saturday the Mem- eapecially good time on this ducah. where she has been visit- Louise Clark.
guest brought a delectable dash
phis edition of the Commercial vacation because they were the ing friends
. .Marilyn Stokes
to add lo the 'piece de resistance.
Appeal carried pictures of those guests of their Very good friend and little daughter, Linda, are
Carol Ann Pigue had a lovely We always wonder WHY the
fortunate coeds who were chos- (and former Fultornani Mozelle visiting her parents in Spring- eighth birthday party given by conversation always
iurns to
en from 34 entrants in a beauty Terry Smith
.
Viola and Jerry
Mozelle has a field. In
review at Hardie Auditorium on lovely home in St.- Petersburg Strong have been the happiest
Friday night Sponsored by the and loves to share it with her ones for the past three weeks
Lynx, campus yearbook, the re- friends. While the Hastings were because their son, Dick, of the
stew was. seen by 300• persons. there they were joined by Belle U. S. Navy has been home on
Five will tie listed as "Beauties" and Hunter Whitsell of Fulton: leave. While
was here Vi.
and six as "Favorites" in The the Whitesella stayed in the Dick and younger son, Barry.
Lynx which will be off the press Smith home for several days spent several days with her
in May. And to add to Beverly's then
visited
several other father and sister in Aledo, Ill
"campus prestige". a . .she has Florida cities.
Dick left Friday night for San
initiated into Kappa Beta ChapDiego, Calif He will be in the
ter of Chi Omens sorority on
Lucille and Howard Adams States until Jul'. then he will
February 19th Exie and Will- have returned from an ever so make a six-months cruise beiam Hill of 904 Walnut Street wonderful vacation in piker!, fore receiving his discharge
are the proud parents of this Miss The Adams. who are both (The Diarist knows that well be
ardent golfers, packed their a happy day for the Strong
e%er so popular young. lass.
.dation wagon with all kinds of family.) •
And news from other Fulton "golfing gear" and took off for
-favorites comes by way of Ger- that sunny Mississippi clime
Birthdays - - - and birthdays
any - - - Lieut. William S. where' they. could spend each lots of people celebrated theirs

joyed during the evening and
prizes were won by Ethel McDaniel, Maree Bushart, Margeact Hall and Sara Johnson.
Others who attended the gay
party were Lucille Adams,
Louise Binford, Mary Nelle
Wright, and Helen Dunn.•
Grant Sparks entertained her
Wednesday night club at her
home in the Covington Addition.
Members of the group are Mildred Jones, Jean Dallas, Jane
Smith, Emily Walker, Martha
Frank Jolley and Mercedes
Engle. Among the four who attended the meeting. Wednesday
night were Jean Dallas, who
won the high score, Mildred

Jones, Bridge-Bingo and Jane
Smith won low score. The hostess served a delicious salad
plate to her guests.
A large crowd attended the
regular Ladies' Day Luncheon
at the Country Club Tuesday.
Irene Boyd, chairman, presided
over the business session. Laverne Varden, bridge chairman,
reported that four tables of
bridge were enjoyed during the
afternoon with Irene White
Winning high score. Kathryn
Craddock held second high and
Mary Louise Goisum won in
the bridge-bingo game.
Several played golf—despite
the cold—and Jane Edwards
guessed nearest her score, Louise
Binford had low putts and
Dorothy McKnight" had the
novelty score.

LET US CHECK YOUR
TV AERIAL
Wind, rain and snow can
do unseen damage to
your television aerial and
and spoil your TV reception. If you're not getting
a steady picture, call us
now for an antenna
check.

ROPER TELEVISION
306 MAIN STREET

FULTON

PHONE 307

McDADE SHOE REPAIR
210 Commercial

Fulton, Ky.

IS NOW HANDLING

NEW and SLIGHTLY USED

LADIES SHOES
50e AND UP

The New Fulton Paint & Glass Co.

_WPM JIII_ZA11112111

PROUDLY OPENS ITS DOORS NEXT MONDAY, MARCH
5TH, IN A FULL WEEK OF CELEBRATION IN ITS NEW
BUILDING AT 212 CHURCH STREET.

AS SISN
IIIADEMOiSSU.S

IN

New Building-New Fixtures-Complete New Stocks
COME IN AND REGISTER FREE FOR THESE HANDSOME PRIZES:
..•••

weet
...in colorful

coming!

• 7.99
ght

1st PRIZE: $79.95 Gold Metal Leaf Frame Mirror
2nd PRIZE: 5 Gallons Titanic outside white paint (val $30)
3rd PRIZE:5 Gallons Titanic outside white paint (val $30)
4th PRIZE: 5 Gallons Titanic outside white paint (val $30)
5th PRIZE: 5 Gallons Titanic outside white paint (val $30
6th PRIZE: 5 Gallons Titanic outside white paint (val $30)
7th PRIZE: Door mirror, valued at $16.68

TO
10.99

The Pinks, Yellows, Bubble Blues would &el Iiaafalt
for freshness! Pateots...brightest of all...sharpie $
mhos with sudi "be fashion ddel Corns switch
Sr* oe high or comfy* NIlle huts...mow hi Mil
operas to go-almostwudes pal bid Mos( Walt
Wedgwood. Poppy lied loot

nrs DOTTY FOR EASTER

THE FIRST 15 WOMEN WHO REGISTER EACH DAY
WILL RECEIVE A SPECIAL PRIZE
THE FIRST 15 MEN WHO REGISTER EACH DAY WILL
RECEIVE A SPECIAL PRIZE
FREE BALLOONS FOR THE KIDDIES

PITTSBURGH PAINTS -:- ALL GLASS WORK
See Our New Imperial Paper Bar
555
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FREE GIFTS
for everyone!

* Nothing to buy — just come in and
register !
* CHOICE OF WHITE OR ANTIQUE WHITE
* KIDDIES REGISTER TOO

Y THING COMPLETELY
NEW — NO CARRY OVER GOODS

DOORS OPEN 9 A. M.

* AWARDED SAT. MARCH 10th

Mens Argyle Sox
* VERY SPECIAL FOR THIS EVENT!
* SIZES 10 TO 12
* A REGULAR 79c SOCK

3Pair $1.00
(Limit 3 To A Customer)

REG. 59c COTTON BROADCLOTH

• A pantie with a permanent
nylonized finish of type 8 nylon. Washes easily: dries in a
wink.
• White and colors.
• Sizes 5-6-7

Large selection of colors and patterns

OPENING SPECIAL —

39c YARD

FINE QUALITY COTTON PRINTS
Color-fast

Sanforized

Reg. 49c Yd.

OPENING SPECIAL — 3 YDS $1.00
CHAMBRAY IN GAY NEW SPRING
COLORS

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
OFFER * SIZES 81,2 - 11
* Our First Quality
51 Ga - 15 Denier
SUNBURST HOSE

By Town Topic
•Short sleeve — new spring
patterns — a large selection
• Sizes small-med-large

FROM $119
KIDDIES COTTON
REG. $1.00 PAIR

Just the thing for Spring wear !

NEW SHADES

OPENING SPECIAL — — — 25C YD

LIMIT - 3 PAIR
TO

A

CUSTOMER

TRAINING PANTIES
• Sizes 2-4-6
White, blue, pink, yellow

10c PAIR
MEN'S WORK SHIRTS

* Nylon Reinforced

Soft Cotton

* TREAT'EM RUF—THEY'RE MY-T-TUFF
* SIZES 10 TO 12
* WHITE & RANDOM
SHORT OR
REGULAR
•
LENGTHS

" SANFORIZED
* SIZES 141/2 TO 17
REGULAR $1.98

5 Pair $1 00

Located at 436 Lake Street-In Location Formerly Occupied by Forrester's 10c Store

DUTCH OWEN GETS
NOTICE IN PAPER
ABOUT • • • • FISHING
Presss- Scimitar
Columnist Tells '
About Owed Rig
A, long as there are fish

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS
by
Martha Weeks

•

Hi its been two weeks since
I've talked to you. I've written
my column every week, but
they laid it up somehere, and
forget to put it in. Oh well, I
guess I can forgive and forget.
The way this wino nas been
blowing My brain is full of air
anyway I want to extend my
congratulations to Ken Bowlln
who was first place winner of
the Jr. Division Public Speaking, contest, and Harry Williams

in
the, water V R. "Dutch" Owen
'
‘i lt make news about the finny
tribe Last week Paul Farleigh,
writing in the Memphis PressScimitar, had
words to say
about Dutch Here's the story
about Dutch from Memphis.
V R. "Dutch" Owen. Fulton,
. dropped into our office yesKy.
terday afternoon to discuss fishing an Tennessee Kentucky lake.
In event you don't know Owen's tackle he provides, and fish his
he has long rated as one of methods.
Kentucky lake's best fishing' "To catch bass at Kentucky
Lake you must start dragging a
guides.
lure on the bottom and drag it
you visit Kentucky Lake
fast,. says Owens. "After you
and get Owens as a guide he locate
the bass by fast trolling
%ill lay $10 on the line plus a then you
can stop and start
.day's free guide service if he
pitching lures"
fails to get you the limit of 10
"Using a 14-foot aluminum
bass an one day. There is one boat
Owens trolls with • 15catch. you must fish with the
horsepower motor wide open.
He uses a Spoonplug lure which
he says has the proper action at
high speed. in crappie fishing.
Owens uses a two-hook rig with
small spinners on each hook, the
same rig commercial fishermen
used for years to take crappie
for the market from Reelfoot
Lake He calls it the "Owens
Rig," and the writer can vouch
Seen Pomo
for the. fact that it is rigged
lialeme Ana
right to take crappie.
ingtho
vanm
-ow down
-Owens chief delight is to go
and Easy Terms "
lam
fishing when other antlers report they are not biting and it
BENNETT ELECTRIC is
said he never fails to come in
withoutfish regardless of
117 Mate
MOWN
weather conditions"
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PIPELINE
No, I Lake St.
No, 2 Highlands
Phone 9188
Phone 9181
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE

who took second place. Well
girls' basketball is over for this
season. Our girls put up a brave
fight against the Obion Squaws
but lost by 2 points. Our girls
had a good record, 13 wins and
losses. They ciid not get the
recognition they should have
but I'm sure that everyone realized that the Devilettes were a
team' that any school would be
proud to have. Teams from Dixie and Martin have been practicing in our gym for the Boy's
District Tournaments, that are
going on this week at South
Fulton_ An assembly was called
Friday afternoon by Mr. Burrow. He recognized the girl's
teLm before. the student body
and talked about the Boy's District tournament. It seems that
quite a fad is doing the rounds
of the Freshman and Senior
Class, Shoit Hair.
(Sorry, omitted last week)
Hi, hope everyone has recovered from the County Tournaments. I spent most of my
nights last week at the tournaments. Many thrilling games
took place down there in the
bottom, and many hearts were
broken over the results because
they were so close. Hornbeak
and South Fulton were favored
to win the tournament and they
did. Hornbeak had an easy way
of it, but the Devils had a pretty
rough
road.
They
defeated
Cloverdale in the first game
very easily, by a final score of
S Fulton, 75, Cloverdale, 45.
Then into the semi-finals. They
met the powerful Kenton Warriors in a real battle, but the
Devils came through with a 3
point win. Final score S. Fulton,
65. Kenton, 62. Then the finals!
and this was final!! Anyone
with heart trouble should never
go to the tournaments, because
you're liable to be pushing up
daisies before morrung
Anything! and I mean anything, can
happen at the tournaments. The
Devils played the Mason Hall
Badgers and squeased through
with a 2 point win in the final
second of the game. Jimmy
Pruitt is credited with the last
and winning 2 points. Final
wore S Fulton 58, Mason Hall
56.
When the last'game was over
the trophies were presented to
the various teams. Boys' Division: 1st place, S. Fulton: 2nd
place, Mason Hall.
Girls' Division: 1st place,
Hornbeak; 2nd place, Woodland
Mills.
Trophies for the hest display
of sportsmanship were given to
the Kenton boys' and the Rives
girls'. The sportsmanship trophy
will be discontinued after this
year.
A surprise birthday party was
given for Gayle Hays on Feb. 21
in the home of Rose Hyland.
Gayle received many nice gifts.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess. Rose Hyland and cohostesses, Jerrie Weems and
Peggy Elliott.
The Girls' District Tournaments are going on this week at

For-the- first time anywhere!

Treat every gun with the respect due • boded gun.
This is the first rule of gun safety.

2

Guns carried into camp or horn*, or when otherwise
not in use, must always be unloaded, and taken down or
Isave actions open: guns always should be carried in cases
to the shooting area.

3

Always be sure barrel and action are clear of obstructions, and that you have only ammunition of the proper size
for tha gun you are carrying. Remove oil and. grease from
chamber before firing.

4

Always carry your gun so that you can control the direction of the muzzle, even if you stumble; keep the safety
on until you are ready to shoot.

8. sure

5

of your target before you pull the trigger;
know the identifying features of the game you intend to
hunt.

6

Nevar point a gun at anything you do not want to
shoot; avoid all horseplay while handling o gun.

7

Unattended guns should be unloaded; guns and ammunition should be stored separately beyond reach of chi1&en and careless adults.

11

cRinb • tree or fence or jump a ditch with a loaded gun; never pull a gun toward you by the muzzle.
*Pa
9 Never shoot a bullet at a flat, hard surface or the sunfeta Of eater; when at target practice, be sure yout bekulo,,s is adequate.
NMI

10

k, • NNtt

adiprba•d hem WATCH'THAT allZiLE, • leibst impenj free
is gesatiNes fe obeyers inherited r advaacing 14.• ease* of heedWI s.d siseerims safety. Semi rerrrers I. SPORTSMEN'S SERVICE
BUREAU, 2.40 East 43rd Si,..,, Nee Yori 17, N.
41111111111111.1.141000;r
Hornbeak. The Boys' District
Tournament will be next week
here at S Fulton. We wish both
of our teams luck in these
games.
We are glad to see James
Clark back in school. He has
been in the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis, Teno.

-.BAR

EXAMS
Frankfort, &y.,
The State Board of Bar Examiners called the winter bar tests
to be given March 1 to 3 at the
University of Louisville School
of Law building, with applications for the examinations to be
on file with the Clerk of the
Court of Appeals by February
20. The application must include
a certificate from the dean of
the applicant's law school that
he has received a bachelor of
laws degree and is of good
moral character.

Leading arenas sa ropuiar. Reb
dons, Hillbilly, Rhythm, Mos
£05 Commercial

Phone 401

••••

Mrs. Warren Is
Namecl Chairman
Of City Drive
A luncheon meeting of the
First District workers of the
American Cancer Society was
held Tuesday at the Hall Hotel
in Mayfield.
Mrs. Chapman Jennings. District Commander was in charge
of the program and had as
guest speakers State Chairman
Victor Englehard, Executive Director Charles E. Tucker and
State Education Director Lewis
Bondurant, all of Louisville.
Each officer gave an informative talk on the plan for the annual cancer drive which will be
held in April. Educational films
were shown to acquaint the
workers with the dire need that
the American Cancer Society
has for funds to carry on the
fight for cancer research.
Mrs W. L. Durbin is county
chairman for the society and
Mrs. James Warren will serve
as city chairman for this year's
drive.

•ALL SIZES ON
HAND
•IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
•WHY WAIT —
ORDER TODAY
•BEST GRADES
(ITY COAL CO
TELEPHONE

51

RUPTURE
1 WONDERFUL new invention now sold

here. Free
Demonstration
SUTHERLAND'S
IMPROVED
TRUSS,
ELIMINATES
TORTUROUS BULBS,
BELTS & STRAPS—No side or hip pressure—The
latest Scientific answer for reducible hernia. Guaranteed never to break, rust or lose tension—No Elastic—No Leather—No Odors.
Sold Exclusively In Fulton by us

Avoid alcoholic drinks before or durinri shoo •
•I

FULTON LADIES HEAR LATEST RECORDS
STATE DIRECTOR Of
CANCER COMMITTIE CITY ELECTRIC

CITY DRUG CO.

ernrnent recruitment program in
the Sixth Region, told the students that more than 7,000 civil
service jobs are available for
1958 college- graduates.

4.7r:keuti'at

Comfort costs so little with
FLOOR
_ FURNACES

HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME
Incorporated

THI NEW MAGIC OF HOME HEATING . . . . SEE
IT HERE . . . ALSO COLEMAN WATER HEATERS.

—Sold on Very Easy Term—

PHONE 1
Three

Readdent
Embalmers

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut Street

Telephone 185

CLOCK RADIO

Students at the University of
Kentucky were told of the opportunities in government service recently by the regional
director of the Sixth U.S. Civil
Service Region. Louis S. Lyon of
Cincinnati, who directs the gov-

The all-new Raid
hilly eqqaPPe4:1
Available
for delivery now!
Your Incol Ford Deader hail
of 'lima
ram fully equipped. fur
prompt delivery now' Hut
art fnat!'llueripecia1•49.t,01,er-nionth offer r for
March °illy'

• reedy supply

9

ore

1

OPPORTUNMES FOR
UL STUDENTS

:Hon 1

rS

Commandments
of Safety
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Come In And See Our New

Super Performance
GAS FLOOR FURNACE
FAMOUS
COLEIAPJ4
FUELMAYING
FEATURES

;71

At an
unbelievable
40.1w*per month

PLUS NEW
EXCLUSIVE
-11ANDMILU'
OUR

NO
N0NIONK
cen.

NO MU
NER1
0
1
1 11

NNW,rim earf AWAY ereaftleff
pelley
IrdleMesi orisee

Pt-ice includes a Ford V-8 engine—the best-selling
eight in the world• Two-tone paint•Turn Signals
White sidewall tires• MagicAire Heater•Lifeguard
padded control panel and sun visors• Full-flow oil filter
Oil bath air cleaner•Insurance•Carrying charges
your present car should more than c,oper the &nen payment!

Waal offering! During March! See Your Ford Dealer!

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

\,

SITS IN
FLOOR —
NEEDS NO
BASEMENT

Fulton

Phone 42

"Warm-Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Rooms
You haven't men what $ gss
floor-furnace can do, until you
see the new Coleman SUPER
PERFORMANCE!New power;
new fuel-saving features. And
— an amazingly low pries.
Visit us today!
Up To 3 Years To Pay; Terms
As Easy As $1.25 Per Week

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Walnut St
Phone 18
Fulton, Ky.

.• Sessions clock
90-day guarantee
Built-in loop antenna
5 colors: walnut, ivory,
green, beige, pink
mi Outstanding tone

Usual $2991 Value

95

quality

ONLY $19° DOWN

Charlie Scates Store
315 LINDELL
MARTIN, TENN,
PHONE 404

216 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 389

B.F.Goodrich

cc
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• Mrs. Elmer Walston
USED WASHERS: Maytag,
- Thor, Speed Queen, $25.00.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Webb
See Union City -Tire Comvisited Mrs. Alice Walker MonALL KINDS OF KEYS made
pany, Union City, Tenn.
day night.
while you wait. Forrester's
WE HAVE a lovely Spinet
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
Piano that we will transfer to visited her sister, Mrs. Jeff HarREft A NEW TYPEWRITEit
xeliable local party who will rison and Mr. Hafrison Monday.
or Adding Machine. Rental
take up monthly installments.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ashley
applies on purchase. Harvey
before we send truck. visited Mrs. Ina Everett and
•Write
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
Credit Manager, Joplin Piano son Monday night.
Outfitters, Corner Walnut &
.Co., P. 0. Box 704, Paducah,
Mr. and Mrs. J. .B Williams
Plain-Streets. Phone 674.
Kentucky.
of Memphis. Tenn., Mrs. Roselle
MAYTAG-WASHEit—standard
and automatic models. $129.95 1 SED RANGES: Gas and elec- Williams of St. Louis, Mo. and
and up. Sales and service.
tric. See Union City Tire Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher Williams
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Company, Union City, Tenn. of Crutchfield visited Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Williams and Mr.
NOW YOU CAN Drivein Park
and Buy your office supplies BUY AND SELL through United _Bryant Williams Tuesday afterFarm Agency. Get advertised noon.
and equipment. Harvey CaldMrs. Opal Webb spent the day
thru magazines, newspapers
well Co., Drive-In Office Outand_ farm journals. Agent, Wednesday with her sister, Mrs.
fitters, New Location, corner
Robert Hampton, at Hickory, John Howell.
Walnut
&
Streets.
Plain
Ky. Route One, on U. S. 45,
Phone 674.
Mrs. Ina Everett. who has
or call Folsomdale 8R3. Have been a patient at the Clinton
MYRTLE S REST HOME has
70 farms for sale at present Hospital, returned to her home
room for six or eight old age
time around Mayfield, Ky.
Thursday feeling some better.
men and women. Clean home,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Presley
State approved. Also take
SURE INSURANCE returned to their home after
bedfast patients. Fulton (Ricespending two weeks in St. Louis,
ville) Phone 886.
AT
Mo., visiting relatives.
ROUSE TRAILERS, Also campMr. and Mrs. Wallace Webb
LOW COST
ing and fishing trailers. Terms
visited Mr. and Mrs Clarence
if desired. U-Haul-It trailers.
Bellew Thursday afternoon.
Modern Tourist Court, Union
WHY PAY MORE?
Tihillip and Lynn Inrnan of
City, Phone 866.
Fulgham, Ky., visited their
FOR RENT: Floor sanding magrandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Carl
chine and electric floor polishWick Smith Aaencv
Phillips over the week-end.
er and electric vacuum clean466 Lake Street
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Gore visited
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams on
—Phones 62 or NOW_
Phone 35, Church Street
Saturday.
FOR SALE OR TRADE — Good USED refrigerators: wide selecMr. and Mrs. Roy Howell and
sound work mules. Pair large
tion of used refrigerators for son, David, visited Mr. and Mrs.
match mares. John L. Choate,
$35.00. See Union City Tire
Wingo.
Company, Union City, -.Tenn.
CAPEHART TV offers you the
FARM LOANS
"Big
Difference:"
Polaroid
Keep your eyes on
picture filter system and super-comet chassis. See these
Long TermsOur 0. K.
and five other big Capehart
-Easy Payments
features in the Capehart TV
for 1956 at City Electric ComUsed Car Lot for
pany, Fulton. Sales and service. J. M. Martin and Hugh
bargams.
ATKINS, HOLMAN
Rushton.
WELLS DRILLED for industry
AND FIELDS
EARLE and TAYLOR
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced "workmen.
Write or call Watson Co.,
'Thevrolet Company
—Insurance—
Phone 261, Fulton. Ky.

CWS1FIED ADS

i

,08 Main St.

Phone I

alartin-Senour rAINTS.
tnk
&
I like Ink
Vat 5••

AND SUPER
KEM-TONE

HATCHES OFF
EACH WEDNESDAY
For the KIND of ',reed
you want, WHEN you
wane them, please place
your order early; the BARGAINS PRICES ON
sooner the better! three
breeds available: sexed STARTED COCKERELS
a- Straight ron.

ALL THE NEW BURKE'S SEEDS !
New Hybrid tomatoes and cucumbers; all kinds of
vegetable seed in bulk or package ... new Burpee's
flowers seed including Petunias, hybird zinnias columbine and all the award winners.

FULTON HATCHERY
EAST STATE LINE—OPEN DAILY—PHONE 483

DRY CLEANING

Guess the
Wks) of the
011 display
room. They
weeks old.

D. W. Phelps Attends

weight (at 8
25 chicks now
at our salesare now five

BROILER TYPE
LAYING STRAIN
CHICKENS
Or

SOUTHERN STATE
FULTON CO-OPERATIVE
S. Fulton

Motorola
TV

SUIT - SHIRT - PANTS
with a button missing, we
will dry clean

No Money Down
24 Months to Pay

FREE

Black & White Store

another of the same

Union City, Tents.

MEN'S SUITS - 15`

COLEMAN'S

at call office-85c delivered

MEN'S PANTS -

Pan-Am Station

40`

Located on the FultonUnion City Highway;
Union City, Tenn.

at call office-45c delivered
I —

1

INCIAUNDRY & CLEANERSA.

Phons 1:1

1111•111•11111111111C.-_...—

Fulton, Ky.

ol

I II T1

Gas—Oil—Accessories
WASH
......$1.00
GREASE JOB
75c
Union City
Phone 293

We can save you 20(1; ; We own our own quarries
"The ONLY Monument Company in Union City"

Union City Marble and Granite Company
Phone 1086

In. front of Courthouse.

-- It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS !!!

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE
Across From The

Lake Street Eat,,

Coca-Cola Plant

All Favorite Brands

PLENTY FREE

PARKING!

BURROW, CANNON and BURROW •
INSt'ItAN(•F. AND REAL FIST.SIF
129 Paschall St.

Phone 61, Fulton. Kr.

WE HAVE ALI, TYPES OF
Automobile - Fire
Liability — Polio
Marine and Workman's Compensation
Insurance
LONG-TERM FARM LOANS
AT LOW INTEREST RATES
Large selection of Real Estate at all times both
city and farm property We a., -t GI's in tht•ir
loans
Col Chas. W Iturrow

Chas. T. c'annon

..tephen‘on

Miw. Glenda

M. N. Burrow
Rose, Seey.

Black & White Store
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

This time we're adding a big,
brand new, easy-to-shop

JOIN OUR

-TINY BOND"
SAVING PLAN
-at No Cost to You!
Sae While ll tdi Spend At

CITY DRUG CO. I.
408 LAKE STRF:F.T

j

FURNITURE
DEPARTMENT

_

TUESDAY, MARCH 6th, 1956
Beginning at 10:00 A. M. at the OBE KINCAID
homeplace, one-half mile North of Troy, Tennessee,
on Highway No. 51

Phone 399

YES, if we return a man's

He's the One
Checkmate. Spouse who pays

11111".1

MONUMENTS

hERE WE GROW AGAIN!

BENNETT ELECTRIC

AUCTION SALE

FOR SALE

Central Ave.

IF WE MISS A BUTTON
(Leather and Sport Buttons
Excluded)

DEATHS.

SUPER KEM-TONE is the Na- Management Clinic
tion's chosce for washable interior finishes. We have a com- • D. W. Phelps of the Pure milk
plete stock for you; all colors, Company, of Fulton, Ky, atall sizes.
tended the 1958 Gundlach
Clinic for Ice Crea I
_ Exchange Furn. Co. tional
Plant Management which con
207 Church St.
Phone 35
%Tied prominent representation
of leading plants throughout
the United States and Canad,i
Feb. 21. 22 and 23 at the Hotel
WIN A PRIZE!
Sin ton in Cincinnati.

Cockerels, straight run
pullets.

FREE

Henry Phillips and family on
Thursday night.
•DUKEDOM RT.TWO
Joyce Taylor •
Mrs. Stanley Roper and son,
Roger, visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Sams of 91
March weather seems to have
Louis, Mo.,.over the week-end. started early. The wind blew
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bostick and like a storm Friday and Friday
children spent Saturday night
with his sister, Mrs. Roy Howell
Mesdames Tennie House and
and Mr. Howell. The Bosticks' CasSW Taylor Visited Mrs. Eva lef t Sunday for . California line Yates Wednesday evening
where they will make their Mrs. Yates has been ill, but is
future home.
feeling better now.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Webb
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Neeley
enjoyed Sunday' dinner with visited their daughter, Mrs. Vertheir daughter, Mrs. Constance del Glisson and family recently.
Young and son, of Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Sanders
The Rev. J. W. Smith, Miss and family were guests of her
Lora Fern and James Willard mother, Mrs. Addle. Casey, Lila
Haynes, Miss Mary Ann Eskew Mae and Margaret, Sunday.
and Mrs. Alice Walker have all
Mr. and Mrs. Ephriam Neeley
been on the sick list the past and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Lynch
week. The last report we had called on Mr. and Mrs. T. C
they were feeling better.
House one night last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Webb
Sunday visitors of Mr and
served a delicious shrimp sup- Mrs.
A. T. Hicks and children
per to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Crad- were Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerdock and children. Karen and son, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey
Lady Rose. Monday night.
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr
and Randal.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Matthewsand Larry visited in Paducah
over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs T. C. House
were Sunday dinner guests of
H. CLYDE GOODWIN
their daughter, Mrs. Earl Wray
H. Clyde Goodwin of Duke- and Mr. Wray.
Mr and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and
dom. Rt. 2, died suddenly of a
heart attack at 11:30 p. m Mon- Joyce attended preaching servday, Feb. 27, at his home neat ices in Mayfield Sunday, and
had as dinner guests. Brother
Pilot Oak He was 66.
Mr. Goodwin was the son of and Mrs. T. Y. Smithmier and
the- late Henry Hartwell and children.
Mary Irene Lewis Goodwin,
Mrs Verdell Glisson was a
who moved to Pilot Oak from guest in the home of Mr. and
Humphreys County, Tenn.
Mrs. Bernice Glisson Tuesday
He was_a member of the MisMr and Mrs. Norman Critsionary Baptist Church at Pilot tenden and girls, Joyce Taylor
Oak.
and Howard Wiggins. attended
Mr. Goodwin leaves his wife, the big singing in Lone Oak FriMrs. Nellie Goodwin: four sons. day night.
Norman and Waldo Goodwin of
The friends of the former
Dukedom, Route 2. Hartwell Doris Ann Sisk, who was born
Goodwin of Mayfield. and W C. in this vicinity and lived here a
Goodwin of Wingo. Route 2: number of years, will want to
three brothers, J. E Goodwin. congratulate her and her husof Dukedom. Route 2; R. C. band, who is Jack Ball. on the
Goodwin of Crutchfield; and birth sat a daughter, Vicki Lynn.
Johnnie C Goodwin of Fulton; on Feb. 21st. Thely are living in
a sister, Mrs. A. B. Howard of Wyandotte. Mich.
Wing°. Route 2: and four grandchildren.
Taylor county farmers who
Fqneral services were held tested certain varieties of corn
at
the
Missionary
Baptist , reported yields of 85 to 104
Church at Pilot Oak, Wednes- 'bushels an acre.
day afternoon at 2. The Rev.
Ray Fleming, pastor, officiated.
assisted by the Rev. Bill LowWe hose eampOsila Assam 41*
ery. Burial, under direction of
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
of Dukedom, was in the church
• vmetery.

1—John Deere A, 1950 Model Tractor
1—John Deere G, 1952 Model Tractor
1—John Deere G, 1916 Model Tractor
1— John Deere R, 1954 Model Tractor, Diesel
1—Ford Tractor, 1951 Model
1=-Massey Harris Combine, 1952 Model
2—John Deere, 2 Row Cultivators
1—John Deere, 1 Row Cultivator
1—Ford Breaking Plow
1—Ford Cultivator
1-2 Row John Deere Planter
1-1 Row John Deere Planter
1-7 ft. John Deere Mower
2—Rotary Hoes
3-14 ft. John Deere Flat Bottom Plow
2-12 ft. John Deere Flat Bottom Plow
5-11 ft. John Deere Flat Bottom Plow
1— Disc Plow, John Deere
1-7 ft. John Deere Disc
1-8 ft. John Deere Disc
1-7 ft. J. I. Case Disc
1-12 ft. John Deere Disc
1—Corn Sheller
1—A.('. Hammer Mill, Large
1-12 ft. Heavy Harrow
3-10 ft. Heavy Harrow
1—Weed Spray for Ford Tractor
1—John Deere Van Buren Drill, new
1—Gocher Anhydrous Ammonia
1—Tank Anhydrous Ammonia
1—.1. I. Case Manure Spreader, slightly used
1--cultipacker
2—Trailers
1—Graham Plow
1— TractorFresno
Other items too numerous to mention
Some Stock Cattle
OBE KINCAID, Owner
Col. Chas. W. Burrow, Auctioneer
Lunch will be served

featuring
. complete selections of the
newest in furniture for your home.

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION
Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
March 1st, 2nd, 3rd.

REGISTER FOR GRAND OPENING
PRIZES TO BE GIVEN AWAY SAT
MARCH 3RD. - 7:30 PM
5 pc. dimiette set
1 Ladies Bulova watch
1 Man's Bulova watch
1 Motorola Radio

SHOP EVERY DEPT FOR SPECIALS
VISIT OUR NEWLY REMODELED DEPT.
STORE
We now occupy 5 buildings. Largest Dept.
Store in North West Tennessee and South
West Kentucky.

TV'S BETH MARSH
Will be Hostess on

SATURDAY MARCH THIRD
See Beth modeling our latest
fashions

